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PREFACE 

During the construction of the Snorre platform, stratification was 
considered to generate hazardous situations for some areas: 

# Could pockets of warm air or hydrocarbon gases gather under the ceiling and be trapped by 
stratification? 

# Would the stratification act as a false ceiling, preventing gas to move in between the beams/ 
4 How could this phenomenon be predicted to be sure that the stratification effects would not laid to 
disastrous situations? 

When I decided to start on this study, I had a discussion with 
Professor Eystein Rødahl and Professor Bjørn F. Magnussen about 
these problems. We agreed to look closer at the prediction of 
stratified flows for engineering purposes. The study initially 
started as an offshore related study. As often in life, the 
direction changes while walking. The final scope of the study is 
somewhat different from the start. 

Oslo, October 30. ]/991 

% Sjur Dagesta(f b 
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ABSTRACT 
The thesis comprises the numerical simulation of stratified flows 
with different k-e models. When using the k-e model, two equations 
are solved to describe the turbulence. The k-equation represents 
the turbulent kinetic energy of the turbulence and the e-equation 
is the turbulent dissipation. 

Different k-e models predict stratified flows differently. The 
standard k-e model leads to higher turbulent mixing than the low-
Reynolds model does. For lower Froude numbers, F„, this effect 
becomes enhanced. Buoyancy extension of the k-e model also leads to 
less vertical mixing in cases with strong stratification. When the 
stratification increases, buoyancy-extension becomes larger 
influence. 

The turbulent Prandtl number effects have large impact on the 
transport of heat and the development of the flow. Two different 
formulae which express the turbulent Prandtl effects have been 
tested. 
For unstably stratified flows, the rapid mixing and three-
dimensionality of the flow can in fact be computed using a k-e 
model when buoyancy-extended is employed. The turbulent heat 
transfer and thus turbulent production in unstable stratified flows 
depends strongly upon the turbulent Prandtl number effect. 
In the discussion issues such as: experimental data and their 
reliability, boundary valued of turbulent kinetic energy and 
turbulent dissipation, grid density, false diffusivity, computation 
of eddy viscosity, horizontal heat flux, rotation, stability of 
smoke layers, computation near the transition region (turbulent to 
laminar) and the Richardson gradient number have been studied. 

The main conclusions are: 

1: Stable stratified flows should be computed with a buoyancy-
extended low-Reynolds k-e model. 

2: Unstable stratified flows should be computed with a buoyancy-
extended standard k-e model. 

3: The turbulent Prandtl number effects should be included in the 
computations. 

4: Buoyancy-extension has lead to more correct description of the 
physics for all of the investigated flows. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a = constant or coe f f i c i en t [-] 
b = constant [-] or width [m] 
c = constant [-] 
c f 3 = reduction or buoyancy damping [-] 
CU' C£l' C(2 

= constants in the k-e model [-] 
C d = Drag coefficient [-] 
D = Interface thickness [m] 
d h d = Hydraulic diameter [m] 
Euaii = Near-wall correction term for the wall-law [-] 
F 0 = Densimetric Froude number [-] 
F d i s t = Disturbance Froude number F^u'/LN [-] 
F d = Densimetric Froude number [-] 
F = gradient Froude number Ri "°'5 

f = fraction [-] 
V f 1 ' f 2 

= damping functions for the low-Reynolds k-e model [-] 
G = Production of turbulent energy [kg/m s3] 
GB = buoyancy damping of turbulent energy [kg/m s3] 
G t = shear production of turbulent kinetic energy [kg/m s 3] 
g = gravitational acceleration [m/s 2] 
g 1 = effective gravitational acceleration gip/p [m/s 2] 
h, = Depth of upper layer [m] 
hj = Depth of lower layer [m] 
h t o t = Total channel depth [m] 
k = turbulent kinetic energy [m 2/s 2] 
K = The Keulegan number [-] 
L = Length scale [m] 
hb = buoyancy length scale (Ozmidow scale) L b=(e/N 3) , / J [mj 
L k = Kolmogoroff length scale L k=(v 3/e) 1 / A [m] 
L t = Thermal length scale [m] 
N = Buoyancy frequency (-g/p Sp0/<Sz)0'5 [s"1] 
P = Pressure [kg/m 2] 
Pe = Peclet number, Pe=puix/v t [-] 
q = heat generation rate 
R = ideal gas constant [-] 
R t = Turbulent Reynolds-number R t=k 2/ve [-] 
Re = Reynolds number Re=U d h y d/v [-] 
Ri = Richardson overall number Ri=g'l/(AU) 2 [-] 
Ri, = Richaruson flux number R f=R g e h/v t [-] 
Ri g = Richardson gradient number [-] 
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Ri r o t = Richardson rotation number (-] 
S = Source term in the transport equation for variable <t> 
T = Time averaged temperature [K] 
4T 0 = Initial temperature difference [K] 
U = Time averaged velocity in x-direction [m/s] 
Uj = Inlet velocity [m/s] 
U 0 = Bulk velocity [m] 
u. = Horizontal velocity variance [m/s] 
u = Friction velocity ( T u a U / p )

0 " 5 [m/s] 
u* = U/u* [•-] 
v = Time averaged velocity in the y-direction [m/s] 
x = horizontal coordinate [m] 
y = vertical coordinate [m] (parallel with g) 
y* = u*y/v [-] 
z = transversal coordinate [m] 

a = relaxation factor [-] 
(5 = Thermal expansion coefficient [1/K] 
Æ = partial derivative 
4 = Distance between grid points [m] or difference between 

variables. 
e = Turbulent dissipation [m2/s3] or element in a range of 

values. 
eh = Eddy diffusivity of heat [m2/s] 
e m = Eddy viscosity [m2/s] . See also v, 
K = Von Karman constant (0.41) [-] 
K 0 = Wave number for the energy containing region of the 

turbulent kinetic energy specter [s"'] 
v = Kinematic viscosity [m2/s] 
vt = eddy viscosity [m2/s]. See also e m 

M = dynamic viscosity vp [kg/m s] 
,ut = eddy viscosity vtp [kg/m s] 
p = density [kg/m3] 
o s = turbulent Prandtl number for smoke [-] 
ak,ae = constants in the k-e model (l.,1.3) [-] 
ot = turbulent Prandtl number (Prandtl-Schmidt number) 

a t = V e h ["] 
a I 0 = Turbulent Prandtl number in the production term of the k-e 

model [-] 
ø = Solved variable 
T = Time [s] 
r ( = Exchange coefficient for variable ø 
r ( a l s e = False numerical diffusivity [m/s2] 
5 = constant [-] 
T .. = Wall friction [kg/ms2] 



Superscript 

= fluctuation or quantity 
= friction or previous 
= dimensionless notation used in near-wall regions 

Subscript 

b,B _ buoyancy or bulk 
c = critical 
d = densimetric or drag 
dist = disturbance 
f = flux 
g = gradient 
h = heat 
hyd = hydraulic 
i = index variable or inlet 
j - index variable 
k = turbulent kinetic energy 
1 = laminar 
nb = neighbor grid point 
o = overall, bulk 
P = pollution, central grid point 
rot = rotation 
s = smoke 
t = turbulent or thermal 
tot = total 
wall = wall 
x,y,z= longitudinal, v&rtical (parallel with g) and transversal 

direction 
0 = reference state or initial state 
e = turbulent dissipation 
H = turbulent viscosity 
<t> = solved variable 
1, ,n = index number, 1,2:inlet 

Abbreviations 

CFD = Computational Fluid Dynamics 
DNS = Direct Numerical Simulation 
k-e = k-e turbulence model 
LES = Large-Eddy Simulation 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 STRATIFICATION PHENOMENONS 

Stratification is unknown to most people. However, it is observed 
daily by most of us. Its practical meaning is layering of fluids or 
gases. If two immiscible fluids were brought together, the heavier 
would settle at the bottom, while the lighter would stay at the 
top. The numerous examples of oil leakages on open sea are typical 
examples of this. So far it has been concluded that stratification 
is a process driven by density-differences or is in other words a 
buoyancy-driven phenomenon. 
Stable stratification, meaning lighter above heavier fluids, can 
lead to laminarization of the flow. On the other hand, the 
opposite, namely unstable stratification (heavier fluid above 
lighter), will increase the turbulent mixing. 
The stability of the flow depends upon density differences between 
the layers, the shear in the mixing region and the turbulence level 
in the vicinity of this. 
In cases with strong stable stratification, these may result in a 
lid in the flow, moving with the same velocity as the flow itself. 
Typical behavior of stratification is suppression of vertical mass 
and heat fluxes and presence of internal waves. 

Fridtjof Nansen's observations 
The presence of stratification and its influence on the flow is 
frequently studied both in the ocean and the atmosphere. If one go 
back in history, the famous arctic explorer, Fridtjof Nansen, 
reported in 1897 that he encountered sudden steering problems and 
loss of speed, in the brackish water off the coast of Siberia. The 
phenomenon they had experienced was internal waves, resulting in 
increased drag forces on the ship. Today these internal waves may 
represent a significant load on drilling vessels jnd offshore 
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installations. It is interesting to note that the same phenomenon 
as Nansen experienced in 1897 lately has been denoted "a new 
environmental loading factor". 

1.1.1 LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

Measurements of stratification have quite often been performed in 
the atmosphere and the sea. Compared to laboratory conditions these 
experiments can be difficult to reproduce, since the conditions 
under which they are carried out may alter. A vast number of 
laboratory experiments have been performed on stratification. 
Unfortunately many of these are rather complicated since they study 
special effects. This often makes it difficult to use the 
experiments for general studies. Effects such as: roughening of 
boundaries, surface waves, wind shear, heat sources and complicated 
geometrical conditions may make experiments difficult to reproduce. 
There still is a strong need for simple, well-documented 
experiments for use in general studies of stratification. 
Different experiments on stratification are presented in chapter 2. 
This thesis makes use of the experiments by Viollet (1980) and 
Gartrell (1980). 

CFD/experiments 
Flows in gas and liquids have many common features with respect to 
stratification and its effect on mixing processes. On the other 
hand, the physical phenomena are often complicated to simulate in 
most environmental flow situations. There are various methods to 
determine the effects of stratification. These range from 
analytical methods to experiments. 

Two main methods are used in obtaining information: experiments and 
numerical studies. Experimental investigation is often 
comprehensive and expensive. The developments within computer-
science have resulted in reductions in both prices and time for 
numerical experiments. Still the computations need to be tested 
against the experiments, since the computational tool makes use of 
nodels and empirical data. 
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Varlou» phenomena 
Figure 1.1 (a) - (h) show a stratified layer being disturbed. The 
instabilities generated at the interface are denoted KeMn-Heimheb 
instabilities. They increase to a certain magnitude. Thereafter they 
collapse into turbulence. After a while, the turbulence dies out 
and steady-state is obtained. 
Figure 1.2 shows the front of a stratified layer spreading from the 
source. The phenomenon is denoted 'gravity wave'. 

Figure 1.3 shows lighter fluid being drawn into a sink, in spite of 
the fluid between the sink and the lighter fluid. This effect is 
denoted 'selective withdrawal'. The experiments in figures 1.1 to 1.3 have 
been carried out by the author. 



Figure 1.1 (a) - (d). Generation of instabilities on on interface. The pictures show an interface in a 
tube being tilted. When the interface is being disturbed, Kelvin-Helmbolz instabilities occur. At first 
they are small. Later they increase and collapse into turbulence. The photos (a) - (h) have been taken 
at 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 seconds after tilting. The experiments have been carried out 
by the author. 
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"ÆL. 

Figure 1.1 (e) - (h). Generation of instabilities on an interface. See also figure 1.1 (a) - (d). 
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Figure 1.2. Gravity wave. The picture shows oil moving on top of water. KelvuvHelmholz 
instabilities can be observed beneath the front. The experiment has been carried out by the author. 

Figure 1.3. Selective withdrawal. The picture shows fluid from a lighter layer being drawn into a sink. 
The experiment has been carried out by the author. 
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1.2 COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (CFD) 

In order to obtain better physical description, a broad range of 
turbulence models from simple expressions to extensive types of 
models have been developed. 
Basically, the Navier-Stokes equations can handle the turbulent 
motions by themselves. However, since the computational domain is 
divided into a number of finite volumes, the turbulence with scales 
smaller than a multiple of the size of these volumes must be solved 
separately by a number of turbulence equations. 
The development of turbulence models pass through a continuously 
increasing number of equations. Today large effort is laid in 
Reynolds stress modelling. Here transport equations of the Reynolds 
stresses are solved. Some models show to predict different types of 
flows better than other. One conclusion is that some flows are well 
described with simple models, and do not necessarily require 
extensive computer work, while other types of flows are poorly 
described with these models. 

1.2.1 FROM k-£ TO DNS 
Rodi's numerous papers (1980, 1985, 1987) on turbulence models and 
calculation of stratified fluids are frequently referred to and 
give a good view of both CFD and stratification. 
Hossain (1980b) developed a buoyancy extended version of the k-e 
model in his PhD thesis. The model has been used to simulate 
vertical turbulent mixing in a stratified open-channel flow. 
Viollet (1986, 1987) compared results obtained with Hossain's 
algebraic-stress model and a k-e model for stable and unstably 
stratified conditions. He concluded that the k-e model gives very 
similar results to the algebraic-stress model when applied to a 
stably stratified flow. An unsteady and stably density flow in a 
pipe with shaped boundary has been computed by Goussebaille et al. 
(1982) . They applied two different k-e models to their 
computations. The first being a standard k-£ model and the second 
the algebraic-stress k-e model, described by Hossain (1980b). A 
buoyancy-extension was applied to the model. They concluded that 
for stably stratified flows, a buoyancy-extension version lead to 
more reliable results. Buoyancy extension of the k-e model has also 
been implemented by markatos et al. (1982) . 
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Low-R«vnold flow» 
Bos et al. (1984) studied the movement of a stratified smoke layer 
in a corridor by the means of a standard k-e model. They discussed 
the stability criteria for stratified layers. For low-Reynolds 
situations they generated some doubts about the turbulence model. 
Davidson (1989) studied movement of air in regions with small 
velocities. He concluded that turbulence models which can account 
for viscous effects (low Reynolds effects) should be used in the 
whole domain. Traditionally these models are developed for near-
wall regions. Davidson also developed a low-Reynolds model in his 
thesis. 
Kanniche (1990) presented a second order turbulence model in his 
PhD thesis. The model has been tested for both stable and unstable 
stratified flows, see also Baron et al. (1989). 

DNS/LES 
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) means that the time dependent 
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are solved for various 
scales of the flow. The smallest scale resolved depends on the grid 
resolution. In large-eddy simulation (LES) the effect of the small 
eddies on the large one has to be modelled. 

DNS of stratified flows have been performed by Gertz et al (1989). 
They computed a stratified flow at moderate Reynolds numbers using 
64 3 nodes. Komori et al. (1983) studied the same flow in a water 
channel. Staquet et al. (1989) studied the influence of stable 
stratification on the development and transition into turbulence. 
The computational domain was divided into 64x64x65 grid points. 
They interpreted the flow in terms of propagating (internal wave) 
and non-propagating (vortical) components. Metais et al. (1989) 
compared results obtained with DNS (643 nodes) and LES (323 nodes). 
Despite different decay laws and the smaller value of the Reynolds 
number for the DNS, the resulting collapse times were found to be 
the same. They concluded that LES could be used to lower computer 
costs, speed up calculations and improve the resolution in the 
large-scale range. 
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1.3 SCOPE OF THESIS 

The scope of thesis is to test and find out whether the k-« model 
can be used for the computation of stratified flows. The work 
consists of testing existing theory and models. Development of new 
types of turbulence models is not covered by the thesis. 
The tool will in the future be used for numerical simulations of 
ventilated areas. One issue is to seek a good combination between 
low computer costs, efficiency and reliability. 
The work is carried out with the code KAMELEON II, which is based 
on the finite-volume method. The program is developed at Division 
of Thermodynamics at The Norwegian Institute of Technology/SINTEF. 
Regular Cartesian grid is be applied to the flow and the 
computational work is performed on a Pc. 
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1.4 PRESENT CONTRIBUTION 

My contribution consists of: 

é Compulation of stably and unstably stratified flows with different k-i models. 
4 Testing of buoyancy-extension. 
• Testing of turbulent Prandtl number effects. 

The results obtained in the thesis show that the flow can be 
differently described with different types of k-e models. In the 
case of stable stratification, the low-Reynolds k-e model gives the 
best performance. Both under stable and unstable stratification, 
the buoyancy-extended k-e model gives the most reliable results. 
The turbulent Prandtl number effect has large influence on the 
computations. 

1 5 SURVEY OF THE THESIS 
The chapters in the thesis contain following information: 

• Chapter 2 and 3: Basic theory and background material. 
• Chapter 4: Two-dimensional simulation of stable 

stratified channel flows. 
• Chapter 5: Three-dimensional simulation of stable 

stratified channel flows. 
• Chapter 6: Three-dimensional computation of unstable 

stratified channel flows. 
• Chapter 7: Dispersion of smoke in a corridor. The flows 

are stable stratified. 
• Chapter 8: Final conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

STRATIFICATION- PREVIOUS WORK 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the basic properties of stratified fluids is the ability to 
maintain internal waves. They need not to be unstable and may occur 
without collapsing into turbulence. If Ap/Ay < 0, (stable 
stratification) the work of buoyancy forces will transform kinetic 
energy into potential energy. If the density gradient has opposite 
sign, (unstable stratification) the work of buoyant forces will 
transform a part of the potential energy into kinetic energy. 
Strong convective flows will be generated. 
Turbulence is produced intermittently by shear instability, 
internal wave breaking or convection. It is often spatially 
inhomogeneous and generally undergoes a transition to a quasi two-
dimensional motion under the presence of stable stratification. 
This process has been denoted as fossilization of turbulence. 
Stable stratification is characterized by a collapse in the 
turbulence and low vertical mass flux. The stability of free shear 
flows is also strongly dependent upon stratification. 

In the stratified situation, concentrated vortical motion will lift 
heavier fluid over the lighter. This means that energy will be used 
and locally instability will occur. The result will be production 
of smaller scale turbulence. The transform of turbulence to smaller 
scales as well as limited energy available will stop the growth of 
vorticities. Most of the turbulent kinetic energy will be 
dissipated by viscosity. Only a small fraction of the kinetic 
energy (at most 25 to 30 %) will be used for mixing. 
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2.2 LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

A vast number of laboratory experiments have been carried out to 
study the effects of stratification. Reports of special interest 
for the thesis are: 
Hizushina et al. (1978), who studied the lateral diffusivity in 
stratified flows. Komori et al. (1983) measured the effects of 
stable stratification on the turbulence structure in the outer 
layer of «-n open channel flow. They showed a correlation between 
the turbulence qualities and Ri9- Komori et al. (1982) studied the effect of stratification on the lateral and longitudinal 
diffusivity. Linden (1979, 1980) and Koop et al. (1979) studied 
both density- and velocity interfaces. The experiments by Viollet 
(1980) and Gartrell (1979) have been used for comparison and 
verification of the computations. 

Other experiments can also be studied in Schiller et al. (1973), 
Hossain (1980a), Ogino (1986), Muralidhar et al. (1985), Borislaw 
et al. (1972), Piat et al. (1981), Christodulou (1986), Ura et al. 
(1988), Browand et al. (1985), Ellison and Turner (1959, 1960) and 
Pedersen (1980). A review article on turbulence in stratified 
fluids is presented by Hopfinger (1987). 
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2.3 STABILITY CRITERIA 

Studies of stability criteria indicate the effect of stratification 
on the equivalent turbulent flow. Three different stability 
criteria will be described: 
• Kelvin-Helmholz stability 
4 Disturbance Froude number 
+ Keulegan number 

Thp most common stability parameter is the Kelvin-Helmholz. The 
Keulegan number is developed for flows with a very low Re-number. 

Kelvin-Helmholz stability 
Perturbation analysis has shown that a laminar layer of stratified 
fluid is stable with respect to small perturbations if the 
Richardson gradient number exceeds 1/4 everywhere in the flow. If 
Ri becomes lower than 1/4 at any part, the shear across the 
interface becomes so large, that the stable density gradient no 
longer will be able to stabilize the flow. The stability criterion 
is denoted as the Kelvin-Helmholz stability criterion. Thus 
stability exists if: 

-<?P — 
Rig »£ > 1 (2.1) 

<4^) 2 4 

by 
everywhere in the flow. This does however not necessarily imply 
that in an existing turbulent shear flow, the turbulence would 
disappear if Ri g exceeds 1/4. In fact it seems to be possible for turbulence to exist no matter how high the overall Richardson 
number is. 
Based on the overall Richardson number a turbulent shear layer is 
expected to laminarize if 

±<Ri-g*£.—k^<i ( 2 . 2 ) 

4 p (Au) 2 
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Studies of the turbulent, wake behind a flat plate, using a type of 
Richardson overall number (J2=(gb0ip/p)/CdU

2) show a rate of spread 
and extend of the later collapse which depends systematically on J. 
At high J the width of the wake retjrns to the initial value (the 
width of the plate, bp) only afttr few diameter. For lower J, the 
width of the wake stabilizes at some height, beeing a multiple of 
the plate width. (Turner, 1979). 

Disturbance Froude number 

Hopfinger (1987) described the onset of collapse of turbulence to 
be connected to a local disturbance Froude number: 

F„. ,—yl (2.3) 
d ' s c LN 

Where N is the Brunt-Vaisåla frequency (buoyancy frequency, meaning 
the frequency of gravity waves in stable environment) : 

w . ( - 2 4£-)^ <2-4> 
p Sy 

The onset of turbulence collapse will start when F d i «l and L=L b. 
When F d i s t<l, part of the kinetic energy will go into internal wave 
motion, when the Froude number has decreased to about 0.2 - 0.3, 
the structure of the turbulence will be totally changed. Energy 
transfer by internal waves becomes more efficient. In this 
situation, there will be very little vertical mass- or heat 
transfer. The collapsed state of motion will consist of internal 
waves and quasi-two-dimensional turbulence with vertica; vorticity. 

Keulegan number 

For flows at very low Re-number, where the viscous damping will 
reduce the growth rate of disturbances, the stability can be 
described by the Keulegan-number. Turner (1979). 

Vff' 
(2.5) 
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With a laminar flow, the onset of instabilities was observed to 
occur at K-500. The instabilities were judged by the appearance of 
waves on the interface. For turbulent flows, instability (the point 
where the mixing suddenly increases) occurred at a lower value of 
^=180. 
The Keulegan number can be thought of as a Ri-number condition 
based on a viscous length scale 1 » (vx/U) 0 - 5 and with a weak 
dependence on the Re-number. 

K-hJ** (2.6) 



% ' 
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2.4 MIXING IN STRATIFIED FLUIDS 

Rich«rd»on flux n"p*"r 
For unstratified flows, energy is transferred to higher and higher 
wave-numbers until it is dissipated by the viscosity. When 
stratification occurs, some of the energy will be removed by work 
against the buoyant forces at earlier stages in the cascade. The 
work can either be potential energy produced by mixing or internal 
waves, which at the final stages will be dissipated by viscosity 
without mixing. The fraction of the available energy which is used 
for changing the stratification is denoted the flux Richardson 
number Ri f. Thus the flux Richardson number is a direct measure of mixing efficiency of a stratified flow. It is defined as the rate 
of removal of energy by buoyancy forces to its production by shear. 

si - g v7? 
By 

This is the fraction of the available kinetic energy which is used 
for mixing. The remainder of the energy is dissipated by viscosity. 
There is always some dissipation, so Ri f < 1. 

Critical condition 
Mixing efficiency is expressed as an integrated quantity over a 
part of the flow. Ri f will increase for increasing overall 
Richardson number, Ri, until a 'critical condition' is reached. For 
a further increase of Ri, Ri f will decrease. The increase in Rif results from the fact that with increasing stratification more 
energy is extracted from the turbulence by working against the 
buoyancy forces. In other words at large Ri the turbulence will 
create nonlinear internal waves. These will cause little or no 
mixing until breaking occurs. 

Various values are suggested for the maximum of Ri f: Turner (1979) suggests 0.1, Gartrell (1980) indicates a value closer to 0.2. 
Linden (1980) studied the mixing across an interface using a 
falling grid. He defined a Richardson flux number based on the 
relation between the difference of the potential energy of the 
stratification before and after the mixing and the energy in the 
turbulence available to mix the fluid. The maximum value of Ri f was found to be 0.12 ± 0.01 when the overall Ri number was around 1.3. 
Linden (1979) studied several experiments. Based on these, he 
proposed a general critical condition for Ri f at 0.2 + 0.05 (Figure 
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Figure 2.1. The flux Richardson number. Rip plotted against the overall Richardson number of 
different experiments. • data from mixing produced by dropping a grid of square bars through a 
density interface, V mixing induced by firing a number of vortex rings at an interface, O values 
calculated from density profiles measured in the wake of a vertical plate, • , A mixing induced by 
shear instability at an interface. (From Linden 1979). 

2.4.1 VERTICAL DIFFUSrVITY OF HEAT 

Stable stratification 
Mizushina et al. (1978) measured the effect of stable and unstable 
stratification on vertical diffusivity of heat. For stable flows 
the eddy diffusivity for both momentum and heat decrease with 
increasing local gradient Richardson number, Ri . The ratio of 
these two parameters (turbulent Prandtl number) increase under 
stable conditions (See fig. 2.2). They measured the turbulent 
Prandtl number equal to 10 at Ri B = 1. In the strongly stable range 
above Ri g = 1 the turbulent Prandtl number continued to increase. 
The ratio of the eddy diffusivity of heat to eddy diffusivity of 
momentum can also be studied in Webster (1964) and Gartrell (1979). 
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Figure 2.2. Variation of < h / im with Rj for stable stratification. (From Mizushina et al. 1978) 

unstable stratification 
For unstable flows the eddy diffusivity both for heat and momentum 
will increase (Figure 2.3). Buoyancy generated eddies cause 
relatively little momentum transport, but they are quite effective 
in transporting heat. The turbulent Prandtl number decreases when 
the stratification changes from neutral to weakly unstable. 
Thereafter it will increase as the stratification becomes more 
unstable (Ri decreases). Mizushina observed a lower value of the 
turbulent Prandtl number around 0.3 at Ri ~ -0.2 and around unity 
at Ri g = -10. 

Several models have been proposed for prediction of stratification 
effects on the vertical diffusivity of heat. Three models are 
described. They will be denoted: 
• Ellison's formula 
f Launder's formula. 
+ Weinslock's formula 

Mizushina et. al. (1978) tested two of these expressions, the 
Ellison's and Launder's formulae. The formula by Ellison and 
Launder have been tested in the thesis. 

Ellison's formula 
Ellison's model is based on the equations of mean square 
temperature fluctuations, turbulent energy, and turbulent heat 
flux. Ellison (1960) assumed steady state, neglected advection 
terms, diffusion terms and the pressure strain term in the equation 
for the turbulent heat flux. He expressed the different diffusion 
terms as the ratio of the quantity vs. its decay time. 
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Figure 2.3. Variation of « h / c m with Ri £ for unstable stratification. (From Mizushina et al. 1978) 

_v_£ 1 (1-Rif)2 

' ' • ' t ' » » (1-1±L) ( 2 - 8 ) 

Ri[c 

The best fitting values in Ogino et. al.'s experiments were found 
to be 1.2 for :Tt0 and 0.1 for Ri f c. 
Arya (1972) points out that the assumptions of Ellison were made on 
wrong basis. The ratio of the decay times is not independent of 
stability as assumed, and the neglection of the pressure 
interaction term introduced a serious error. 

Launder'3 formula 
The second model, proposed by Launder is based on the equations of 
Reynolds stresses and heat fluxes. 

__VJ._ i 1.59-i?if(0. S.frr+2.82) 
c eh a t 0 1.59+J?ir(3<)>-5.22) 

where <p. = 1/3.2 and <p = 0.2 were found to be the best fitting 
values in the experiments by Mizushina et. al. (1978). 

Weinstock's formula 
Weinstock (1981) studied the vertical diffusivity for weak and 
strong stable stratification in a steady state situation. For 
strong and intermediate stratification, the vertical turbulent 
diffusivity is expressed as: 
Since the formula has a singularity for non-stratified flows, it 
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(2.10) 

has been extended to situations with weak stratification: 
eft _ 0 - e—5 ? (2.11) 

Where K 0 is the wave number and u 0 is the velocity scale. The 
numerical constant 0.8 is not yet determined correctly. Experiments 
indicate a value closer to 0.7. By setting K 0«1/L, Uj'Wk and e«k1-5/L 
the relation can be written as: 

k2 

e n C . ^ 2 (2-12) 
U . o + 

e 
where Nk/e is the ratio of the length scale L to the buoyancy 
length scale lb. 

Measurements 
In general buoyancy has a greater influence on the turbulent 
transfer of heat than on the turbulent transport of momentum. 
Figure 2.4 shows the results from various investigators. The 
scattering in results is partly due to the nature of the 
observations. Several of these are field observations and should be 
treated with some respect because of the steadiness of the flow, 
direction, constancy and radiation. 
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Figure 2.4. Comparison of the result by Mizushina et. al. (1978) with those of other investigators. 
(From Mizushina et. al. 1978) 

2.4.2 COUNTERGRADIENT HEAT FLUX 

Under certain circumstances, the transport of species against their 
gradients has been observed. Countergradient heat flux is the 
transport of heat from low to high temperatures. It may appear 
under stable stratified conditions. Countergradient heat fluxes are 
indications of exchange between different forms of energy. In this 
case it converts potential energy into mechanical energy, which 
then is dissipated mechanically. It is a typical phenomenon for 
large Prandtl number flows, such as water. Schumann (1987) 
concludes that the phenomena occurs if the temperature dissipation 
is too small to balance the source terms resulting from either 
diffusional transport or a reservoir of fluctuating temperature in 
decaying turbulence. Komori et. al. (1983) studied the 
countergradient heat flux in stratified water flows. Under stable 
conditions the fluctuation motion becomes wavelike and cause upward 
fluxes against the gradients. Figure 2.5 shows the correlation of 
the turbulent fluxes -u'v' and -v'T'. 
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Figure 2.5. Correlation of turbulence quantities with local gradient Richardson number. The various 
symbols indicate measured values, Dotted lines are data by Webster (1964) and Young (1975). the 
continuous line is a best-fit curve. (From Komori et. al. 1983). 

P o s i t i v e v ' 8 ' 

For low Ri_, negative values for v'T* are in accordance with the 
gradient transport assumption. For increasing Ri opposite signs of 
the buoyancy flux is observed and countergradient heat flux 
appears. Komori et. al. (1983) recorded v', T" and v'T' 
simultaneously. Intermittent, positive spikes of T" were observed 
to appear together with positive peaks of v", resulting in positive 
v'T'. They also recorded the time fraction of the appearance of the 
positive eddies and the ratio of the heat flux. Under stable 
conditions, the measurements indicated that intermittent upward 
eddies with positive spikes of temperature fluctuations caused 
upward heat transfer against the temperature gradient. 

Wavelike motions 

Wavelike motions have a phase angle close to ±hf, while turbulent 
shear flows are close to ±n. When the phase angle decreases from n 
towards n/2 the heat flux vanishes. This is typical for gravity 
waves. Phase angles close to ± \it are typical for strong stable 
stratification, suggesting that the turbulent motions are wavelike. 
If the phase angle decreases further, it approaches zero and the 
heat flux changes sign and becomes positive (Figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.6. Turbulence and wave characteristics for stable stratification. The sketches are signals of 
v (thick curve) and T (thin curve) illustrative phase angles <p according to the Richardson number 
which increases from the top to bottom. (From Gertz et. al. 1989). 

Hot and cold small cells 
Komori et. al. (1983) described the countergradient heat flux as 
wave pumping, where "bubbles" of warmer fluid penetrated the 
inversion layer. They found that the gravity waves dominated the 
large scales and were superimposed by turbulent hot eddies at 
smaller scales. Buoyancy forces suppressed vertical motions so that 
the turbulence gradually degenerates towards a two-dimensional 
state. Gertz et. al. (1989) denoted the eddies as 'hot active 
cells' as long as they were mixed by the turbulence. When the 
velocity fluctuations became more or less damped out, 'hot inert 
spots' was a more suitable term. 
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2.4.3 TURBULENT LENGTH SCALES 

Buoyancy l»nqth acala 
Stratification will act to limit the largest scales in the flow. The collapse of turbulence will start when the turbulent integral length scale is of the order of the buoyancy length scale, lb. 

V t - t ) * (2.13) 
N 

An equivalent argument was used by Ozmidow to determine the 
critical length scale at which buoyancy forces becomes important in 
the oceanic boundary layer. When the buoyancy length scale is 
larger than the turbulent length scale the influence of buoyancy on 
the flow will be of limited effect. 

Development of length scales 
In many flows during its development, the turbulent length scale 
will grows, while the buoyancy length scale decays. When the 
vertical turbulent length scale grows, it seems clear that it will 
not become much larger than a multiple of the buoyancy scale. 
Hopfinger (1987) described the onset of turbulent collapse to occur 
when the turbulent integral length scale was 2-3 larger than the 
Ozmidow length scale. 
Horizontal scales are not limited in the same way as vertical ones 
in their growth. If the largest scales are affected by buoyancy, 
mixing can still take place at scales smaller than this. 
The damping of vertical motions and energy transfer from vertical 
to horizontal motions result in anisotropy. 
As time advances the larger scales will decay while the smaller 
will increase. Thus the width of length scales range becomes 
narrower. Browand and Hopfinger (1985) investigated the inhibition 
of vertical length scales by stratification. The decay of length 
scales continued till the buoyancy length scale reached the 
Kolmogoroff scale. At this point the turbulence ceased and the flow 
consisted of internal waves and slow, lateral, intrusive features. 

Clasaification 
Stillinger et. al. (1983) studied grid-generated turbulence in 
stably stratified salt water. They observed decreasing values of 
the vertical mass flux, p'v", during the transition of turbulence 
to waves. The buoyancy affected scales where not capable to turn 
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over fluid at these scales, meaning that mixing only will take 
place at smaller scales. Finally they observed the vertical mass 
flux also became very small, indicating that the original turbulent 
field had been converted to random internal wave motions. They 
suggested the following classification of fluid motion in a 
stratified fluid, using the length scales of Ozmidov L b and 
Kolmogorov Lk as basis: 

I: FULLY TURBULENT FLUID l^ >L >Lk 

The largest scales of the motion L <L^ everywhere in the flow. 
The behavior of the fluid can be described by {he statistical 
laws of nonstratiffed turbulence. Scalar properties of the fluid 
are mixed efficiently. 

2: COMBINED TURBULENT / WAVE FIELD 
Scales with L^ > L > L k are still turbulent active. The largest 
scales L* >Lb will have insufficient energy to overturn. This 
will result in wavelike oscillations and a reduced ability to 
mix scalar properties. 

3: INTERNAL WAVE FIELD L^ 
No overturning occurs anc 
quantities will take place. 

= L *Lk 

no turbulent transport of scalar 

From Stillinger et. al. (1983) | 

2.4.4 INTERFACrAL THICKNESS 

When a stratified flow undergoes a development, the interface tends 
to change in vertical thickness. For weakly- or unstratified flows, 
the interface thickens, until initial differences more or less are 
wiped out. For stable stratification, the thickness of the 
interface will change very little as a flow evolves. The density 
thickness and velocity thickness is defined as shown in Figure 2.7. 

Density profiles 
Experiments by Linden (1980) using a falling grid show the 
thickening of the density interface before and after mixing (Fig. 
2.8) . 
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Figure 2.7. A diagrammatic representation of the vertical profiles of density and velocity before and 
after mixing. 

Integral thickness 

Koop and Browand (1979) conducted a series of experiments to study 
the development of density integral thickness and velocity integral 
thickness in shear flows at various values of the initial Ri (See 
Figure 2.9). To create a density difference, they altered the 
salinity of the fluids. The experiments were carried out for a Re
number range between 200-300, based on the initial velocity height 
and velocity difference. 

For initial Ri smaller than 0.15 a region of turbulence was formed. 
It was characterized by large quasi-organized vortical structures, 
familiar to the unstratified situation. Smaller scale random 
irregularities were superimposed on this. The mixing layer 
thickened downstream until a point where the process ceased and the 
rolls breaked up. At this point the size of the vortices had 
reached a size where there was no longer sufficient energy for 
further growth. As a result of this the entire structure of the 
turbulence was destroyed. 

At Ri numbers higher than 0.2 the flow the initial sequence was 
different from the lower Ri. The eventual result in both cases was 
the same. The mixing process for flows with higher Ri were more 
three dimensional and less violent than for lower Ri numbers. 
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Figure 2.8, Density profiles measured in a large tank before (o) and after (•) the passage of the grid 
for Ri =0.98. The depth scale is measured from the bottom of the tank and the vertical bar represents 
the mesh size of the grid. (From Linden 1980). 

Their experiments clearly show that the thickness of an interface 
changes less for increasing stability. It could also be seen that 
the density thickness became stable at lower values for interfacial 
thickness than velocity for increasing Ri. They also observed that 
immediately downstream of the point where the two flows meet, the 
laminar shear formed was significantly thicker than the density 
interface. 
Linden (1979) showed that the ultimate thickness of an interface 
has a Ri"1 dependence. The velocity interface, normalized with 
respect to the channel depth D is presented in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.9. Density integral thickness (a) and velocity integral thickness (b) for various initial 
Richardson numbers increasing from 0.05 (• ) to 0.075 (O), 0.1 (O), 0.125 (<i), 0.15 ( 0 ) and 0.20 (<j, 
). Re =300. (From Koop et. al. 1979) 
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Figure 2.10. The thickness of the velocity interface, d, non-dimensionalized with respect to the depth 
of the channel, D, plotted as a function of the overall Richardson number. Ri. d/D =Ri"'. (From 
Linden 1979). 

2.4.4.1 REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECTS 

For the turbulent growth region, laminar viscosity, vt, plays a little role for the flow. However in regions of laminarization, 
v,/cb increases and thus vl may be of some importance. Figure 2.11 show.* the dependence upon the Re for a fixed initial Ri = 0.075. 
The experiments show that in the turbulent growth region, the rate 
of growth is unaffected by the Reynolds number, ,nd compares well 
with data from unstratified high Reynolds number mixing layers. In 
the relaminarization region, a Re-number effect can be observed, 
resulting in thinner asymptotic interfacial thickness for lower Re. 
Re number effects can also be expected to be more important at 
higher Ri numbers because of the reduction in mixing. 
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Figure 2.11. Density integral thickness as a function of downstream distance. Ri =0.075. Initial 
Reynolds numbers and corresponding maximum numbers are: <, Re = 200, R e m a x = 1000, o. Re = 
250, R e ^ =1200, o, Re =300, Re f n i x =1450. (From Koop et. al. 1979). 
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CHAPTER3 

THE k-e MODEL 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Since there are more unknown variables than available equations, 
various attempts have been carried out to close the system of 
equations. This ranges from one-dimensional integral methods to 
direct simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations. 
As the computer technology moves forward, more advanced techniques 
are beeing used in the prediction of turbulent flows. High-capacity 
computations like large scale eddy or direct simulations are 
limited to very large computers, and its practical use still is in 
the future. For engineering practice, zero-, one- and two-equation 
turbulence models are more interesting. The k-e model have become 
popular, since it attends to three important criteria: it does not 
require large computer capacity, it is simple and gives a good 
description of the turbulence for a large number of flows. 
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3.2 THE GENERAL FORM 

Two different equations are solved, one for turbulent kinetic 
energy (k) and one for dissipation of turbulence (e). The equations 
contains terms representing rate of change, convective transport, 
diffusive transport, production, destruction and viscous 
dissipation (only the k-equation). 
k is the kinetic energy of the turbulence in the energy containing 
region of the turbulence spectre. It is defined as: 

• < u ' + w'2) (3.1) 

e represents the decay of turbulent kinetic energy, meaning 
transport of turbulent kinetic energy from the energy containing 
wave numbers. Hence e is not only the dissipation of turbulence 
into heat at energy-rich wave numbers. Since it is a measure for 
the transport of turbulence to lower wave numbers it also includes 
spectral transport (Fig. 3.1). 

energy spectrum 

vfS&i®3r 

dissip ation sp ectrum 

^ - - ^ X s ^ ^ > ^ 
wavenumber 

spectral transport 
Figure 3.1. Principal sketch of the turbulent kinetic energy and spectral transport of turbulent kinetic 
energy to higher wave numbers. 

The turbulence model is employed to determine the Reynolds stresses 
-pUj'u,' and turbulent heat and mass fluxes -pUj'9' which appear in 
the statistically averaged mean flow equations. For steady flows it 
is presumed that the time over which the averaging is made is 
longer than the time scale of the turbulent motions. For transient 
problems, the time scale must be smaller than the time scale of the 
flow. 
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Limitations of th» Ic-t modal 
There are situations, where the k-e model can offer insufficient 
prediction of the turbulence. Viollet (1986,1987) describes 
problems reproducing the rapid mixing in unstably stratified flows 
with the k-e model. This has been computed in this thesis with good 
results. Flow over backward facing step and rotating flows are 
poorly predicted according to Nallasamy (1985). The assumption of 
isotropic eddy viscosity does not produce the turbulence driven 
secondary motions in square ducts which have been observed in 
experiments. Nallasamy (1987) described problems with predicting 
combustion flows with the k-e model. Simonin et al. (1989) found 
that the influence of buoyancy on the transport of k was too large 
and led to blocking of the vertical transport in areas with large 
vertical density gradients. This lead to too large gradients of 
velocity and density in the stratified mixing layer. 

General form 
The general form of the k-e model is: 

-4- (pJc) + -^- (pu.k) --JL [ (|i + -!̂ ) -J^] +G-peS (3.2) 
dx dX} 2 dxi o, toj 

<L{pe)+^(pu1e)--J-[i\i+-£±)-p-UcelG^--f2ce2p^-C (3.3) dx r dXi J dx± r oe dxi " K 2 '2 K 

where 

dXj oxd dXj o „ dXj 

The eddy viscosity is related to k and e via the Prandtl-Kolmogorov 
relation: 
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The k-e model is based on the assumption that the eddy viscosity is 
the same for all Reynolds stresses pû .u* (isotropic eddy viscosity) . 
The shear term of the turbulent production will always be positive. 
This entails that with the eddy viscosity assumption no back 
scatter of energy from the fluctuating to the mean motion is 
possible. The k-e model is also based on the assumption that the 
turbulent shear -u'.u'j and the mean velocity gradient DUj/dXj are 
proportional. Likewise the turbulent heat flux -u',6 'is assumed to 
be proportional to the mean temperature gradient Dt/dx,. 
The model constants have been tested for a variety of flows: 

c« c., <=, ? °v °. *T„ 
. 0 9 1.44 1 . 9 2 1 . 0 1 . 3 0 . 9 

Table 3.1 Model constants. 

For the standard k-e model constants f and f2, both are 1.0 
respectively and the functions B and C are also l.o. 

Model constant c_ 
c is normally set equal to 0.09. The value is chosen on the basis 
of experiments in flows in which the production, G, and 
dissipation, e, of the turbulence energy were in approximate 
balance. For other flows ĉ  is observed to contain other values. 
Under stable stratification, ĉ  has been observed to reduce 
significantly. 

An expression for ĉ /cr, can be derived by using Weistock's formula 
(2.12) and the definition of the turbulent Prandtl number. 

e 
(3.6) 

Turbulent length scale 
A computed length scale can also be derived based on the computed 
turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation: 

(c.f,)0''5 

€ (3.7) 
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3.3 LOW-REYNOLDS MODEL 

Purpose of the model 
The k-e model has been extended to treat flows in the vicinity of 
solid walls by the use of damping functions. Jones et al. (1972) 
describes a model which is extended to situations where the flow 
laminarizes. The low-Reynolds model is equipped with damping 
functions to obtain better results in the near-wall region. They 
are expected to neutralize outside the wall region or when the 
turbulent Reynolds number Rt increases. A review of different near-wall and low Reynolds number turbulence models is presented by 
Patel et al (1985) . The applied low-Reynolds k-e model in this 
study is by Jones and Launder (1972). 

Damping functions 
fB damps the eddy viscosity. It multiplies with the eddy viscosity and is introduced to simulate the direct effect of molecular 
viscosity on the shear stress near walls. The function is also 
developed to maintain the pressure strain effects, f is the most 
important of the damping functions. The function f2 only plays a secondary role, Patel (1985). 

f-exp 

where the turbulent Reynolds number is defined as: 

(3.8) 

JL. (3.9) 

Near walls, the turbulent shear stress -u'v' is small compared to 
the viscous stress. In the logarithmic region f̂  is expected to 
unity. 
f2 is introduced to incorporate low Reynolds number effects in the 
destruction term of the e equation. t 2 is expected to maintain 
three main tasks, Davidson (1989): 

force the dissipation term in the e equation to vanish at the wall 
make the t-equation consistent at the wall, fa ~n -
adjust for the mismatch of c(2 for near wall flows. 

The damping functions f 2 and f̂  have practical impact on the flow 
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r",-l-0.3exp~ (3.10) 

for turbulent Reynolds number up to 2 and 2000 respectively (Fig. 
3.2). B=1.0, C=1.0. 

0.5 

0 400 800 1200 

Figure 3.2. Damping functions f„ and f2 versus turbulent Reynolds number. 

3.4 THE MAGNUSSEN MODEL 

The Magnussen k-e model is derived for combustion purposes 
Magnussen (1990). Functions B and C are: 

B-(i + _iL.£V) 
8£2 k2 

(3.11) 

4 8 2 4«2 k2 (3.12) 

The model constants are: 

f„ h c„ 5 a b 

. - , 1 . 1 1 0 . 2 3 . 2 1 4 . 0 

Table 3.2. Model constants. 
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3.5 BUOYANCY-EXTENSION 

Stratification effects enter the k-e model through the 
buoyancy/destruction term in the k and e equations. For stable 
stratification this term acts as a destruction of turbulent 
production. For unstable stratification, opposite effects occur. 
A buoyancy-extended k-£ model is similar with the original model, 
except for the production in the ̂ -equation. Production consists of 
the shear production: 

^.iJiA,^ (3.13) 
* c dxj dxt dxj 

and destruction by buoyancy: 

Better results have been obtained without this term for stable 
stratification. Launder (1976) describes the inclusion of this term 
as: 'There is strictly a corresponding buoyancy term in the e 
equation, but it appears its effect should be negligible provided 
the fine scale motion remains isotropic'. For unstable 
stratification Rodi (1980, 1987) and Viollet (1980, 1987) have 
concluded that the buoyancy should be kept with the same weight as 
the shear term. However results obtained in this thesis indicate 
that the buoyancy term of the e equation should be neglected both 
for stable and unstable stratification. The equation for k remains 
unaffected by the buoyancy-extension. 

Two models are described in the following, denoted models 1 and 2. 
Hossain (1980b) described a buoyancy extended version of the k-£ 
model. The extension has been derived by simplifying the transport 
equations for turbulent stresses and scalar fluxes, used in a 
second order model, to algebraic expressions. The model 
automatically yields a buoyancy influence on ĉ  and the turbulent 
Prandtl number. 

3.5.1 MODEL I 

Buoyancy extension is obtained by exchanging the production, G, in 
the equation for e with G(. 
For Ri f defined as minus the ratio of buoyancy production to 
stress production -GB/Gk, the value of c t 3 should be chosen close to 
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Gt-iGk+Gs) (l + Ĉ tfi,) (3.15) 

zero for vertical buoyant shear layers and close to l for 
horizontal layers. Rodi (1980) has suggested an alternative 
definition of Ri f which enables one single value of c e 3 - 0.8 to be used in both vertical and horizontal layers. 

Where G.v
2 is the buoyancy production in the lateral direction. For 

horizontal shear layers, the lateral component will be parallel to 
the gravity force, and the lateral buoyancy production becomes 

GB-p-2GB (3.17) 

Rir-aA < 3 - 1 8 ' 
For vertical shear layers, the lateral component becomes 
perpendicular to the direction of gravity and receives no buoyancy 
contribution. Thus G B v

z = 0 giving Ri f = 0. 
Different values of c£, for heated surface jets, vertical buoyant 
jets, stably and unstably stratified mixing layers and stratified 
wall boundary layers are also discussed in Rodi (1983). 

3.5.2 MODEL 2 

Goussebaile et al. (1982) made use of a model without the use of 
Ri f. 

Gt-GK+U-Ca)GB (3.19) 

For stable stratification, cf, was recommended to be set equal to 
one. For unstable stratification c. = 0 has given good results 
(Viollet (1986)). The studies in this thesis have showed that c t 3 

should be kept equal to 1.0 for neutral, stable and unstable 
stratification. 
Markatos et al. (1982) carried out a parametric study of ce3. They obtained no significant difference of the results with c t 3 in the range [0.3 , 1.0]. However with c r 3 = 1 and GB = 0 in the k-equa'-ion the stratified layer disappeared and a more homogeneous flow 
occurred. Hence neglecting the buoyant damping in the production of 
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turbulent kinetic energy will result in too high production rates 
and thus too well mixing. Markatos et al. concluded that it was far 
more important to keep the buoyancy term in the k-equation than to 
enter the precise value of c e 3 in the e-equation. Computations with buoyancy extended versions of the k-e model have also been 
described in Viollet (1980, 1987) and Chow et al. (1989), 
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CHAPTER 4 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION OF STABLY STRATDTED 
SHEAR FLOWS 

4.1 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The stratified flows are obtained by leading two isothermal flows 
together. The computations are based on the experiments by Gartrell 
(1980). 
The overall dimensions of the channel are 0.45 x 1.1 x 40 m (depth 
x width x length). The total depth of the flow, H, is 45 cm with 
the lower layer depth, H 2, at 30 cm, the upper layer, H,, at 15 cm and a roughening layer of rocks at the bottom (Fig. 4.1). The 
geometry is described in detail in Gartrell (1979). The 
computations were carried out for two dimensions. The computational 
domain is 32 m long. 40 regular spaced grid points were used in the 
vertical and 100 regular spaced grid points in the horizontal 
direction. 

The flow parameters are: 

Exp. 
n o . [m/s ] 

u 2 

[m/s] 
u b 

[m/s] [K] 
Fo 
["] 

Fd 
["] 

Re 
1-] 

D5 0 . 1 4 1 0.074 0 .096 0 . 0 00 0D 24000 

DH5 0 .143 0 .075 0 .098 0 . 6 1 3 .94 2 .86 25000 

DH6 0 . 1 0 1 0 .082 0 .089 1.61 1.98 0 .49 22000 

Table 4.1. Flow parameters. 

The densimetric Froude number is defined as: 

PF (4.1) 
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Splitter plate 

U l - T l 

U 2 . T 2 

... 0 

Free surface 

u, T 

\ Roughened bed 

Figure 4.1 Definition sketch of the channel. 

The r e d u c e d Froude number i s d e f i n e d a s : 
u,-a 

•JWVT\=T^H 

The Reynolds number is defined as: 

Re- Ub Hhyd (4.3) 

where the hydraulic diameter, H h ., is 0.25 m. The Keu^egan numbers, based on the bulk flow range rrom 2100 to infinite. The inlet 
velocities for both layers were obtained from trie bulk flows in the 
experiments. Uniform distribution of the velocities at the two 
inlets was assumed. 

Channel bottom 
The flow has a free surface. The experiments by Gartrell were 
carried out with a roughened bed. To increase the roughness in his 
experiments, the channel was filled with rocks with a nominal 
diameter of 2.5 to 5 cm at the bottom. Several calculations were 
carried out, and a layer thickness of 9.2 cm gave the best 
correspondence with the measurements (Fig. 4.2). The roughening 
layer, was assumed to prevail throughout the whole length of the 
channel with constant depth. 
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Turbulence models 
Three different k-e models have been tested. 

• Standard k-t model 
é Low-Reynolds k-t model 
# Magnussen k-i model 

Turbulent Prandtl nnmh«T 
The vertical eddy diffusivity of heat was adjusted according to the 
local stratification. Ellison's formula (2.8) has been applied. 
Since at does not limit itself when the stratification increases, 
upper restrictions were used to restrict ut within a defined range. The values in the brackets [a,b] denote respectively lower and 
upper values. 

The Wall 
A logarithmic law of the wall was used to relate the velocity 
outside the viscous sublayer to the shear stress. 

u'-±ln(y>EuaU) (4.4) 

Based on the measured Darcy friction factor, the roughness 
coefficient should be E w a l l = 0.3, White (1974). Testing of several 
values gave E^,, = 0.8 as a better fit. 

Presentation 
Results have been taken at two stations: x/H = 10.4 (4.7 m) and x/H 
=53.3 (24 m). The viscosity used for normalization is the absolute 
viscosity at 293 K (993 E-6 Ns/m2) . 
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4.2 VELOCITY 

Turbulene» nodal» 
The three different k-e models gave fairly equal results. This was 
not surprising for the low-Reynolds and the standard models, since 
the turbulent Reynolds number was high for all of the flows 
investigated. The Magnussen k-e model predicts slightly lower level 
of turbulent kinetic energy throughout the flow. Near the wall, the 
turbulent dissipation also is lower with this model. The resulting 
effect is lower eddy viscosity for most of the flow. The low-
Reynolds model turns out to be the most reliable model for 
prediction of stably stratified flows. For very turbulent 
situations, it acts like a standard model and for flows with little 
turbulence, it still is capable to give a good prediction of the 
turbulence. 

X/H=10.4 X/H=53.3 
0.4 

y/H 

0.2 

0 

-0.2 

-0.4 

-1 0 1 - 1 0 1 

(u/U b)-l 

Figure 4.2. Mean Velocity, u/Ub-l. Fd =«(D5) (a,b), i/H =10.4 (a) and 53.3 (b). • : Measured 
values, + : Standard k-e model, 0 : low-Reynolds k-e model, X : Magnussen k-e model. 
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0.4 
v/H 

0.2 

-0.2 

-0.4 

0.4 
y/H 

0.2 

- 0 . 2 

- 0 . 4 

( u / U b ) - l 

Figure 4.3. Mean velocity, u/U b-l. F d =2.86 (DH5) <a,b) and 0.49 (DH6) (c,d), x/H =10.4 (a,c) and 
53.3 (b,d). B : Measured values, + : Standard k-C model, 0 : low-Reynolds k-6 model, X : Magnussen 
k-e model. 
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L—inarl««tion 
For the unstratified flow, the velocity profiles change very little 
downstream. For strong stratification, the flow mixes far less than 
for isothermal conditions. (Figure 4.3). It seems that the observed 
laminarization for case DH6 has not been reproduced properly by the 
use of a k-e model without buoyancy-extension. 
Generally the density stratification reduces the vertical momentum 
flux. This leads to increased mean shear. Under stably stratified 
conditions, one might expect a warm layer of water to spread faster 
than it would if there where no density effects present. 

Buoyancy extension 
A buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model has been applied to the 
computations of the strongly stratified case, DH6 (Figure 4.4). 
cf3=l. It seems that the observed trends (laminarization) in the 
upper section of the flow will be reproduced by the use of 
buoyancy-extension. However the buoyancy-extension should be 
further investigated for a three-dimensional case before any 
further conclusions can be drawn. 

Measured 
Low-Reynolds 
k -e model 
Buoyancy-extended 
Low-Reynolds 
k -e model 

Figure 4.4. Effect of buoyancy-extension. F d =0.49, case DH6, x/H =53.3. 
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4.3 HEAT TRANSPORT 

Temperatures for DH5 and DH6 are presented in Figure 4.5 for x/H = 
10.4 and 53.3. 
differences in heat transport obtained with various k-e models is 
mainly due to the differences in eddy viscosity. The stratified 
interface for the upstream station is located higher for the 
computed than the measured flow. This is expected to be an effect 
of the inlet boundary condition, see also section 4.5.1. 

U . 4 

y/H X/E- = 10.4 

0.2 

0 

r m 

• 

- 0 . 2 I * 
r • 

- 0 . 4 : 

T-T; 

Figure 4.5 (a,b). Temperatures, <T-T2)/ AT0. F,, =2.86, x/H =10.4 (a) and 53.3 (b). • : Measur&I 
values, + : Standard k-e model, 0 : low-Reynolds k-e model, X : Magnussen k-e model. 
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T-T-, 

A T r 

Figure 4.5 (c,d). Temperatures, (T-T2)/ AT0. F d = 0.49, x/H = 10.4 (c) and 53.3 (d). I : Measured 
values, + : Standard k-e" model, 0 : low-Reynolds k-e mode], X : Magnussen k-e model. 

Buovancv-extens ion 
Buoyancy-extension seems to result in reduced turbulent mixing, see 
Figure 4.6. 

Turbulent Prandtl number 
The turbulent Prandtl number varies within [0.9, 7.0] in Figures 
4.5 and 4.6. By keeping a, constant as for isothermal flows, the 
transport of heat becomes too large, thus the temperatures will be 
smeared out too rapidly. Calculations using different ranges of ot are presented in Figs. 4.7 (Fd=0.49) and 4.8 (Fd=2.86). 
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0.4 
y/H 

0.2 
* 

** J 

0 

-0.2 

f • 

/ •* 
< 

• * 

* 
" • 

-0.4 

• Measured 
» Low-Reynolds 

k - e model 
— Buoyancy—extended 

Low-Reynolds 
k -e model 

T-T-, 

A T 0 

Figure 4.6. Effect of buoyancy-extension, (T-T2)/ 4T 0 . Fd =0.49, case DH6, x/H =53.3. 

T-T-

A T, 0 

Figure 4.7. The effect of tr, on the temperatures, (T-T2)/ AT0. F d =0.49, case DH6, x/H = 10.4 (a) 
and S3.3 (b). Standard k-E model. I : Measured values. Ranges for the turbulent Prandtl number, 0" : 
+ : (0.9 , 4.0], 0 : (0.9 , 7.0], > : (0.9 , 10.0]. 
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0.3 

y/H 

0.1 

- 0 . 1 

-0 .3-

-0.5 

T-T-, 

A Tr, 

Figure 4.8. Effect of »,, (T-T2)/ AT„. F d =2.86. case DH5, x/H =53.3. Standard k-e model. • : 
Measured values. Ranges for die turbulent Prandtl number, (J,: D : [0.7 , 0.7), X : |0.9 , 3.2). + : (0.9 
, 5.01, 0 : (0.9 , 7.01, > • |0.9 , 10.5), < : (0.9 , 21.0). 
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4.4 TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS 

4.4.1 k AND £ 

Normal stresses 
For isothermal shear flows in channels u'2 - 2 v'2 - 2 w'2. Thus for 
isothermal flows, an estimate of the turbulent kinetic energy 
yields: q - u'2. 
Stable stratification normally reduces the vertical velocity 
fluctuation v'. The ratio of the mean squares of the lateral to the 
longitudinal velocity components (v,2/u'2) was measured to drop from 
0.8 to 0.4 as Ri increases from 0 to 0.8. Rodi presented a 
relation between v'2/u'2 which drops from 0.55 at Ri = 0 to 0.3 at 
Ri = 0.5. The ratio between the mean squares of the vertical to 
the longitudinal components (v,2/u'2) dropped from 0.8 to 0.5 when 
Ri g increased from 0 to 0.6, Webster (1963). 

Komori et al. (1983) observed an increasing ratio of v 1 to u' (Fig. 
4.9) while the transversal to the longitudinal velocities (w'/u') 
remained constant for increasing stratification. 

o: 
" i ' im i i • " " " 1 i 

1 0 
08 
06 
04 W Pj&M^Cft*- ~ 

11 mul 

Best fit curve 
Webster (1964) 
Young (1975) 

Figure 4.9 Correlations of v'/u' and wVu' with local gradient Richardson number. Symbols: Measured 
by Komori et al. From Komori et al. (I983). 

According to Webster u'2 would be equal to 0.77 times the turbulent 
kinetic energy (k) for Ri g = 0 and 1.05 k for Ri = 0.8. 
Measured (u'z)*/lL, is compared with non-dimensional ized turbulent 
kinetic energy, K*/Ub. 
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For the isothermal and weakly stratified cases the computed 
turbulence level is in good agreement with /(u'2)/Ub. For the 
strongly stratified case, the computed turbulence intensity is 
larger than the measured. This results in larger eddy viscosity, 
which leads to an overestimate of the vertical fluxes. 

(kf s/Ub 

0.5 
<u'u') / U b 

Figure 4.10. Turbulent kinetic energy. V(K)/Ub is compared with V(u'2)/Ub. Case D5 (a), DH5 b) 
and DH6 (c), */H =53.3. I : Measured values, + : Standard k-e model, 0 : low-Reynolds k-£ modt , 
X : Magnussen fc-£ model. 

Buovancv-extansion 
Buoyancy extension results in increased dissipation of turbulence, 
thus the turbulent kinetic energy drops (Fig. 4.11). 
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• Measured 
' Low-Re k - e 

Buoy . -ex t . 
Low-Re k - e 

0.5 
(k) / U , 

0.3 0 -100 
Eddy viscosity 

l a m i n a r viscosity 
( u ' u ' ) / U b 

Figure 4.11. Effect of buoyancy-extension, (a) turbulent kinetic energy V(K)/Ub, V(u'2)/Ub and (b) 
eddy viscosity/laminar viscosity. F d =0.49, case DH6, i/H =53.3. 

Development of K for increasing x/H 
Gartrell (1979) repcrted that /(u'2)/AU in the mixing layer 
decreased by x both in the homogeneous and the stratified flows. 
The change in the maximum value of V(u'2)/Au" with x is much larger 
in the stratified flows. Gartrell described the initial decrease in 
/(u'2)/AU in the homogeneous flow as a result of dissipation of 
turbulent kinetic energy. However the continuing decrease in the 
stratified cases is due both to dissipation and work by buoyancy 
forces. 

Figure 4.12 presents the development of /K/Ub as function of x/H. The results have been obtained with a buoyancy-extended low-
Reynolds k-£ model, and at is limited within [0.9, 7.0]. 
The lower parts of the flow shows a nearly constant level of 
turbulence for increasing x/H. For the upper parts, the level 
decreases urtil a certain position. Thereafter it increases further 
downstream. This is not in accordance with the observations 
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described by Gartrell. 
In the wall region, there is high production of turbulence. The 
wall is homogeneously roughened. When the turbulence has stabilized 
at the level corresponding with the shear at the wall, it will stay 
at this level. Figure 4.12 (b) presents isolir.es for /K/Ub =0.1 (b) 

/K/U, and 0.15. The isoline for *K/Ub = 0.1 moves .n the positive y-
direction. Hence, the level of turbulence increases in the flow. 
However the level of /K/Ub is larger than the measured values for /(u*z)/Ub. Turbulence is both transported from the wall and produced locally. Computed isolines at all levels have a shape as indicated 
in Figure 4.12 (b) . The computed isolines from the plate move 
mainly upwards. Thus S (/(K) /Ub) /Sx > 0 for a major part of the 
computed flow. 

0.2-

0.1 

.' y/H = - 0 . 3 2 
y/II = - 0 . 1 2 

y/H=0 1 01 
y/ i l = 0.16 

v/H = 0.32 

20 40 60 
x/H 

0.4 
y/H 

0.2 

0 -

- 0 . 2 -

- 0 . 4 

o 5 k / U b = 0.1 

20 40 
x/H 

Figure 4.12. Development of v"(K)/Ub il different heights of the channel (a) and isolines for V(K)/Ub 

= 0.1 and 0.1S (b). Case DH6, Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model. 

http://isolir.es
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Dissipation of turbulence 
Non-dimensionalized dissipation, eH/Ub

2 is presented in Figure 4.13. 

0.4 

y/H D5 

0.2 

0 

- 0 . 2 

\ 

- 0 . 4 K, 
200 0 200 200 

e H 

Figure 4.13. Dissipation, tH/U b

3 . Case D5, DH5 and DH6, x/H =53.3. 
Standard k-e model, 0 : low-Reynolds k-€ model, X : Magnussen k-e model. 

: Measured values. 

4.4.2 EDDY VISCOSITY 

Gartrell (1980) measured the ratio vt/v, between 270 to 1000 in the unstratified flow and 50 to 170 in the weakly stratified flow. The 
larger values were found in the upper portion of the flows. The 
computations give values up to 360 for the unstratified (D5) and 
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290 for the weakly stratified (DH5). For the unstratified flow, the 
larger values have been found in the upper part, while the location 
of the maxima is in the middle of the flow for the weakly 
stratified case. For the strongly stratified case (DH6), Gartrell 
(1980) measured values from 4 to 120 and with the larger values in 
the lower portion of the flow. The computations give values up to 
230 and with the maximum also located at the lower part of the 
flow, see Figure 4.14. 

Buovancv-extension 
Buoyancy-extension results in higher dissipation, lower turbulent 
kinetic energy and reduced eddy viscosity. The effect of the 
buoyancy extension can be studied in Figure 4.11 (b). 

0 400 0 
Eddy viscosity 

laminar viscosity 

400 0 400 

Figure 4.14. Eddy viscosity/laminar viscosity, v,/ v,. Case D5 (a), DH5 (b) and DH6 (c), x/H =53.3. 
I : Measured values, + : Standard k-£ model, 0 : low-Reynolds k-e model, X : Magnussen k-E 
model. 
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4.4.3 VERTICAL FLUXES 

Analogous to the viscous stresses and fluxes in laminar flows, the 
turbulent fluxes of stresses, heat and mass are assumed to be 
proportional to the mean gradients of respectively velocity, 
temperature and concentration. The vertical momentum flux and heat 
flux according to this concept are: 

-Fv7.v eu ( 4 5 ) 
z dy 

-W-Ll-fl (4.6) 
ac dy 

The momentum flux -u'v' was measured to be largest in the upper 
part for the weakly stratified case (DH5). In the lower part of the 
flow, the unstratified flow had the highest intensity. 
Piat et al. (1981) measured the shear stress -u'v' and noted the 
same reduction in the downward momentum transfer with increased 
stability. For stable stratificati*- > they also measured positive 
values of the momentum llux in the upper portion of the interfacial 
layer. 
For the vnstratified case, the vertical momentum flux is larger, 
especially in the middle of the flow, than the measured results. 
This can also be observed on the profiles of turbulent kinetic 
energy (Figure 4.10). For the weakly stratified case, the results 
are nearly identical for the upper half of the flow, and differ for 
the lower. The same can be observed on the turbulence level. For 
the strongly stratified case the vertical momentum flux is strongly 
ovespredicted in the upper three-quarter of the flow, compared with 
the measurements, see Figure 4.15. 
The profiles of -u'v'/Ub r eH/Ub

3 and k 0 5/U b increase strongly in value near the wall. This is discussed in section 4.5.1 under 2i: 
roughness effects and 2v: grid. 
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0 0.03 0 0.03 0 0.03 
— u'v' 

Figure 4.15. Momentum flu*. -u'v7U b

2 J-J. Case D5 (a), DH5 (b) and DH6 (c) , x/H =53.3. • : 
Measured values, + : Standard k-e model, 0 : low-Reynolds k-€ model, X : Magnussen k-6 model. 

- v ' e ' 
As the stratification becomes more stable, the correlation between 
e'and V decreases towards zero. This is a result of the generation 
of internal w»velike motions with increasingly stratification. The 
fluctuating properties u" and 8' in contrast tend to be better 
correlated when the stratification increases. Observations of the 
ratio between the longitudinal and vertical heat fluxes (u'e'/ve 1) 
show values from 2.5 for neutral to very high values for strong 
stratification, (Piat et al. 1981). Webster (1963) reported a ratio 
increasing from unity at Ri =0 to 10 at Ri =0.8. 

For flows with low Re and strong stratification (low Pe) the 
turbulent heat flux can be reduced to the order of the molecular 
flux. 
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For strong stratification, DH6, the vertical heat flux is strongly 
overestimated. The high estimate can be due to two reasons. 

Too high eddy viscosity 
Failure in the gradient assumption 

The eddy viscosity is too high in the upper part of the flow, 
resulting in too high turbulent transport of heat. The measured 
temperature profiles also have a positive vertical gradient (ST/6y 
> 0) in this area, (See also Chapter 5, horizontal buoyancy flux). 
For strongly stratified flows, the gradient assumption may not be 
correct due to the generation of internal waves at the cost of 
turbulent mixing. 

0.4 

7/n 
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DH5 

0.2 
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0.004 

Figure 4.16. Buoyancy flux. -vT7U b AT {-]. Case DH5 (a) and DH6 (b), x/H =53.3. I : Measured 
values, + : Standard k-e model, 0 : low-Reynolds k-e model, X : Magnussen k-e model. 
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Buovancv-extanaion 
Increased e and reduced k result in lower eddy viscosity. Hence 
fluxes reduce because of the buoyancy-extension. Fig. 4.17. The 
eddy viscosity drops off in the upper part of the flow. The 
temperature gradient also reduces in the same area. The resulting 
heat flux decreases in this part of the flow, see Figure 4.17 (a). 

0.4 

y/H 

0.2 

-0.2 

- 0 . 4 ) 

0.004 
- v T 
U b A T 

• Measured 
• Low—Re k - e 

— Buoy . -ex t . 
Low-Re k - e 

0.03 

Figure 4.17. Effect of buoyancy-extension, (a) buoyancy flux, -v'T7Ub AT [-] and (b) momentum 
flux, -uV/U b

2 [-). Case DH6, x/H =53.3. 
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4.5 DISCUSSION 

Measurements 
The computed results have been compared with measured values of 
velocity (u/Ub-l) , temperature ((T-T2)/AT), turbulence level of the fluctuating horizontal velocity component (V (u'2)/Ub), buoyancy flux (-v'T'/Ub4T) and momentum flux (-u'v'/lĴ ) . The experimental results 
have been collected from Figures in Gartrell (1980). The velocities 
were measured with a laser-Doppler velocimeter (Keference beam 
method), which allowed measurements of two components of velocity 
simultaneously. A sensitive thermistor was used to measure the 
temperature. The measuring equipment is described and discussed in 
Gartrell (1979). 

Beprodueeability 
The geometry of the computational domain (depth of the channel) was 
adjusted until the velocity profiles at x/H = 10.4 and x/H = 53.3 
for the unstratified case (D5) coincided with the experimental 
data. On the other hand, the velocity profiles at x/H = 10.4 for 
DH6 do not indicate the same depth of the channel. 
The selected experiment has not been easy to reproduce. Too many 
effects make it difficult to draw clear conclusions (roughened 
channel bottom, varying depth of the channel, free surface). 
However, Gartrell's experiments comprise a broad selection of 
different flows and are very thorougly described in Gartrell 
(1979) . 
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4.5.1 VELOCITIES 
The following parameters can have some influence on the 
computations and will be discussed: 

* 1: Two-dimensional compulations 
# 2: Boundary conditions: 

2i: Roughness effects 
2ii: Channel height 
2iii: Initial turbulence level 
2iv: Inlet conditions 
2v: Grid 

4 3: Turbulence model 
é 4: Rotation 
é 5: False diffusivity 
• 6: Recovering of the flow 
4 7: Slope of the channel 

Two effects stand out as the most important ones. 1) The 
computations have only been carried out for a two-dimensional case 
and 2) the roughening of the bottom. 

1: Two-dimensional computations 
The geometry of the channel has a height : width : length ratio of 
1 : 2.4 : 89. The computations have been carried out for two 
dimensions. According to the geometry of the channel, the 
computations should be carried out for three dimensions. The too 
high roughening layer on the channel bottom has compensated for the 
lack of three-dimensionality for some of the computations to some 
extend. This effect can best be studied in the strongly stratified 
case (DH6), Figure 4.4. 

2i: Boundary condition; Roughness effects 
The bottom of the flume was covered with rocks. The roughening 
layer in the experiments started at x = 4.5 meters and lasted 20 
meters downstream. The Darcy friction factor was measured to 0.07. 
The equivalent roughness coefficient, E w l li for the wall-law is 0.3 
(White, 1974). Several computations were carried out, and E k a U = 0.8 
gave better velocity profiles. 
The computations have been carried out with the bottom roughened 
from x = 0 to x = 32 m (i.e. along the whole length). This may 
yield a significant error in the near-wall transport of fluid. 
There may also be some influence from the difference in the 
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roughness coefficient E u a l (. 

2ii: Boundary condition: Channel height 
Gartrell (1979) describes the effective height of the bottom layer 
to be 2.5 cm. The nominal diameter of the rocks is between 2.5 and 
5 cm. 
The height of the bottom layer in the computations was adjusted 
until the measured and computed velocity profiles coincided for 
case D5 (Figure 4.2). This resulted in a bottom layer thickness of 
9.2 cm. The flow has a high degree of three-dimensionality. There 
is reason to believe that a too high roughening layer (reduced 
channel depth) has compensated for the three-dimensionality to a 
certain extent. 

The total depth of the channel, used in the experiments, varied 
between 44.9 cm for D5, 45.2 cm for DH5 and 45.1 cm for DH6. The 
height was held constant at 45 cm in the computations. 

2iii: Boundary condition; Initial turbulence level 
The turbulence level in the experiments was about 2.5 % of the 
local mean velocity in the upper layer and about 1.5 % of the local 
mean velocity in the lower layer. The values were slightly higher 
near the plate (up to 0.5 % higher), Gartrell (1979). The boundary 
layers on the plate produced a wake which had some influence on the 
initial flow development. 
The plate was not implemented in the computational domain since 
this domain starts at x = 0 (tnd of splitter plate). However, the 
initial turbulence levels were set to about 3 % of the local mean 
velocities in the computations. This can also explain some of the 
differences between the observed (measured) and computed behavior 
of k when x increases, see Figure 4.12. 

2iv: Boundary condition; Inlet condition 
The splitter plate extends several meters before the two flows 
meet. Thus, when they are led together, a velocity profile has 
developed. 
In the computations, water enters the channel at x-0 with uniform 
velocity based on the velocities U, and V2. 
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2v: Boundary condition: Grid 
The grid has an average height to length ratio of 1 : 35.2. The 
flow is parallel, which supports the choice of side ratio of this 
magnitude. However for high H:length ratios, the computations 
become difficult to run and demand strong relaxation (velocities: 
0.08 - 0.15, Turbulence: 0.03 - 0.06, Temperature: 0.08 - 0.15). 
The stability of the computations is very sensitive to any 
disturbance or change in the boundaries. The computations were 
carried out two-dimensional because of the total number of nodes 
available for computation (limitation in the compiler). 

The vertical spacing 4 /H between each node is 0.021. The influence 
of the grid is studied in Chapter 5. Here S /H around 0.015 was 
found to be sufficient. The peak values of turbulent kinetic 
energy, dissipation and momentum flux (Section 4.4.3) are expected 
to be result of coarse grid near the wall. 

3: Turbulence model 
Variation within the different turbulence models have not affected 
the computed flows significantly. In fact, the results obtained 
with the different models roughly coincide. The high turbulent 
Reynolds number of the computed flows turn off the damping 
functions of the low-Reynolds model. However there sections where 
the turbulent Reynolds-number becomes so low that the damping 
functions of the low-Reynolds model become active. 
For the strong stable stratification (case DH6), the level of k is 
very much reduced at position x/H = 22.2. Under these 
circumstances, the three models behave differently. With the 
standard and Magnussen models the turbulence is greatly reduced, 
while for the low-Reynolds model, there is a higher level of 
turbulence. The low-Reynolds damping function, f , is made to work 
especially under conditions when the turbulent Reynolds-number 
decreases. 

If the buoyancy is strong enough it may overrule the shear 
production of turbulence in the k-£ model. In fact under certain 
circumstances it can lead to negative production of turbulence. As 
a result of this the turbulent kinetic energy will drop until it 
reaches zero. Passing zero will result in negative center-point 
coefficients, thus stopping the computation. 
Buoyancy-extension has an effect on the strongly stratified flow 
(DH6) . In fact the buoyancy-extension seems to have a greater 
effect on the computations than changes between turbulence models. 
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Figure 4.18. Turbulence level Vk/Uh and eddy viscosity (v/v,) . Case DHS, x/H =22.0. • : Measured 
values, + : Standard k-e model. 0 : low-Reynolds k-e model, X : Magnussen k-e model. Lines are 
indicating the eddy viscosity. 

Rotation 
It is a well known fact that the standard k-e model does not 
predict rotation satisfactory. This is further described in 
Nallasamy (1985), Habib et al. (1980). The rotation in the 
investigated flows is greatest around the z-axis. This is mainly 
expressed through the term Su/Sy. For the strongly stratified flow 
(DH6), rotation stays nearly constant down the channel. 

5; r«l»« diffmlvlty 
The large height to length ratio of the grid makes the computations 
very sensitive to false diffusivity. For a two-dimensional 
situation the false diffusivity can be estimated by (Patankar 
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(1980)): 

U Ax Ay sin 29 
4 (Ay sin3 9 + Ax cos3 9) (4.7) 

Where U is the resultant velocity and 6 is the resultant angle (0 -
90°) made by the resultant velocity vector and the x direction. By 

reducing the size of the control volume, Ax, Ay, Az, false 
diffusivity can be reduced. False diffusivity according to Equation 
4.7 is presented for x/H = 1, 5, 3.0, 15 and 30 in Figure 4.19 (a). 
The powerlaw scheme has been applied. 

0.4 
y/H 

0.2 

-0.2 

-0.4 

0 3E-4 
False diffusivity 

Eddy viscosity 
DEGREES 

Figure 4.19. False diffusivity, v f l | B / v , (a) and angle between the velocity-vector and x-axis (b). Case 
DH6. 

6: Racovrina of th« flow 
Nallasamy (1985) studied flow over backward facing step. Several k-
c models resulted in too short reattachment lengths. One of his 
conclusions was that the redevelopment downstream was not correctly 
predicted. Similar effects can also occur for the stratified flows. 
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7: Slope of the channel 
The surface slope in the experiments was described to be of order 
10'5. Thus any effect of the slope of the channel is expected to be 
negligible. 

4.5.2 HEAT TRANSPORT 

Turbulent Pra"**i mimtiAi-
According to Mizushina et al. (1978), the formula by Ellison was in 
good agreement with their measurements. However Arya (1972) points 
out several errors connected to this formula. It results in a very 
rapid increase for the turbulent Prandtl number when stratification 
increases. Launder's formula responds slower to the increase in 
stratification (Figure 4.20). Both formulae resulted in strongly 
unstable at. To avoid this, they were relaxed. This resulted in 
increased stability of at. The formulae were also developed in an 
internal iterative procedure, without success. The most stable 
results were obtained by a logarithmic approximation based on the 
results in Mizushina et al. (1978) . However, this does not fit 
perfectly with exact values (Figure 4.20). 

3: Temperature level 
The experiments by Gartrell were carried out with the lowest 
temperature equal to 28° C. 
In the computations it was assumed that the lowest tenperature was 
equal to 20° c. The applied volume expansion coefficient, B, is 
2.1X10"4 [K"1]. For 28° C, 8 is 2.82x10"* [K'1]. Thus the destruction 
term of turbulence enters into the production in the turbulence 
equations with lower weight. The practical impact is increased 
production of k and e. 
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Figure 4.20. Turbulent Prandtl number as function of Richardson gradieni number. • : Exact solution 
of Ellison's formula, +: exact solution of Launder's formula, Lines: 1) Logarithmic approximation to 
Ellison's formula (dotted line), 2) Logarithmic approximation to Launder's formula (continuous line). 
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CHAPTER 5 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION OF STABLY STRATIFIED 
SHEAR FLOWS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter comprises numerical simulations of the same 
experiments as Viollet (1980) studied in a water flume. The 
stratified flows are created by two isothermal flows which are led 
together. Three different types of stratifications have been 
investigated. 

1 F ° U1 [m/s] U 2 , [m/s] [K] T 2 [K] 
Re 

0.9 0.05 0.10 293.0 278.0 7500 
1.6 0.075 0.15 293.0 282.3 11250 
5.0 0.10 0.20 293.0 291.1 15000 

Table 5.1 Flow parameters 

1 Y Splitter plate 

Inlet section • Main channel 

3.0 m 3.5 m X 

Hfure 5.1. Definition sketch of the channel. 
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The reduced Froude number i s defined a s : 

JcftiTt-Tjh 
(4.2) 

The Reynolds number is defined as: 
(Ul+U2) Hhyd Re- 2 v 

(4.3) 

The corresponding Keulegan numbers, based on velocity differences 
(U2-U,), are 40, 220 and 2400 for F 0 = 0.9, 1.6 and 5.0 
respectively. 
The computational domain was split into three regions (two inlets 
and one main channel) . The two inlet channels were computed 
separately. Values of velocities, turbulent kinetic energy and 
turbulent dissipation at the outlet of these channels were used as 
boundary inlet conditions for the main channel, see Figure 5.2. 

Figure S.2. Computational domains. 

Inlat channala 
The two inlet channels consisted of 25 x 11 x 12 nodes each (x, y, 
z direction). The size of each of the inlet channels were 3.0 x 0.1 
x 0.2 meters (1 x d x w). In the center of the channel, a symmetry 
plane was applied (zero-gradient condition). The upper inlet 
channel had free upper surface (zero gradient condition). 

Main channel 
The main channel consisted of 20 regularly spaced grid points in 
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the vertical, 12 regularly spaced nodes in the transversal and 45 
grid points in the stream-wise directions. The grid is defined as 
•grid 0'. The computational domain was 3.5 x 0.2 y 0.2 meters. A 
symmetry plane was applied with zero-gradient condition in the 
center of the channel. The main channel also had free upper surface 
(zero gradient condition). 

Turbulence models 
The computations have been carried out with three different k-e 
models: 

• Standard k-t model 
4 Buoyancy extended standard k-t model 
* Buoyancy extended Ion-Reynolds k-t model 

The Magnussen k-e model has not been used, since it led to results 
similar with the low-Reynolds and the standard model in Chapter 4. 
The low-Reynolds model is applied, because it is designed 
especially for relaminarization. The standard model has been used 
as a 'reference' model. The inlet flows have been computed by the 
use of a low-Reynolds k-e model. 

Turbulent prandtl number 
Two different formulae for the turbulent Prandtl number effects 
have been tested. The formulae are denoted as 'Launder's formula1 

(formula 2.9) and 'Ellison's formula' (formula 2.8). The formulae 
correct the turbulent Prandtl number according to the local 
Richardson gradient number. 

The turbulent Prandtl number is restricted within three different 
ranges: 

• constant value at = 0.9 
# narrow range ox t {0.9 , 1.8} 
*wide range o, t {0.9 ,9.0/ 

e means that the variable can obtain values that are elements in a 
range of numbers restricted within values in the brackets, see 
Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3. Correction of the turbulent Prandtl number according to the stratification. 

R e s u l t s 

The depth of each layer, H, is 10 cm. The measured results hava 
been taken in the middle of the channel, z/H = 2. The viscosity 
used for normalization is the laminar viscosity at 293 K (v, = 
0.993E-6 Ns/m ) . The measured values have been collected from 
figures in Viollet (1980). These are marked with K square, I. 
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5.2 VELOCITY 

Velocity profiles are presented in Figures 5.4 to 5.6. Launder's 
formulae has been used in the computations. The turbulent Prandtl 
number has been confined between 0.9 and 9.0. 
The results correlate best with the measurements for the strong and 
intermediate stratification. 

5.2.1 TURBULENCE MODEL EFFECTS 

The effect of the three different turbulence models are also 
presented in Figures 5.4 to 5.6. All cases have similar boundary 
conditions. The only alteration is the turbulence model. 

Low-Reynolds model 
The low-Reynolds model seems to give a description of the flow, 
which is closest to the measurements. It leads to higher transport 
of fluid close to the wall than the other models do. The vertical 
momentum flux is strongly reduced in the region away from the wall, 
both in the strong and intermediate cases. Although this model is 
produced with respect to near-wall regions, it gives a good 
description of the flow for the two cases with strongest 
stratification. It also supports the suggestion of Davidson (1989) 
that low-Reynolds models should be used outside the wall-region to 
mimic the viscous forces. For the weakly stratified flow, the 
turbulent kinetic energy has a higher level. The turbulent 
Reynolds-number is higher, and consequently the damping of the eddy 
viscosity decreases. For increasing level of turbulence, the low-
Reynolds turbulence model acts more and more like the standard 
model. 

c^ and f̂  
The constant ĉ  is a decreasing function of the Richardson number. 
When turbulent production to dissipation decreases, ĉ  also 
decreases. Since ĉ  is a constant, these phenomena have not been 
taken into account. However, f̂  do compensate for this to certain 
degree, see also Section 5.7.7. For the strongest stratified case 
(F0 = 0.9), the Richardson number becomes higher than for the other 
two cases (F0 = 1.6 and 5.0). The turbulent production to 
dissipation is strongly reduced compared with F0 = 1.6 and 5.0. 
Hence the good correspondence with the experimental results is 
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expected to be partly due to the damping function f̂ . 

Buoyancy-extension 
Buoyancy-extension has a positive effect on the flow for the strong 
and intermediate stratification. The fact that the temperature 
gradient is a magnitude lower and that the production of turbulence 
is higher for the weak stratified flow result in reduced effect of 
the buoyancy extension for this case. 

Transversal velocity profiles 
For the case of strong stratification, the transversal profile of 
the velocity, U, is also presented in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.4. Mean velocity, u/U,. x/H = 5 , 10, 15, 20 and 30. z/H = 2 . Stable stratification, F 0 =5 .0 . 
ot f [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder's formula). Computed with (i) Standard k-tf model, (ii) buoyancy-extended 
standard k-< model, (iii) buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-i model. • represents measured 
values. 
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Figure 5.5. Mem velocity, uAJ,. l /H - S . 13, IS, 20 and 30. z/H = 2. Stable stratification, F 0 =1 .6 . 
at f [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder's formula). Computed with (i) Standard k-c model, (it) buoyancy-extended 
standard k-< model, (iii) buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-i model. I represents measured 
values. 
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Figure 5.6. Mean velocily. u/U,. x/H «=S, 10, 15, 20 and 30. i/H =2. Suble stratification, F 0 =0.9. 
tr, r [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder's formula). Computed with (i) Standard k-i model, (ii) buoyancy-extended 
standard k-r model, (iii) buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-r model. I represents measured 
values. 
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(ii) 
(iii) 
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Figure 5.7. Mean velocity. u/U,. .."ri - 3 0 . y/H - 0 . 5 , 1.0 and 1.5. Stable stratification, F 0 = 0 . 9 . <r, 
• |0 .9 , 9.0J (L»under's formula). Computed with (i) Standard k-c model, (ii) buoyancy-extended 
standard k-c model, (iii) buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-c model. A represents measured 
values. 
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5.2.2 TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER EFFECTS 

When the vertical turbulent transport of heat is altered the 
turbulent kinetic energy as well as turbulent dissipation also 
become affected. The changes are on the other hand not of such a 
magnitude that they affect the velocity distribution significantly. 
Figure 5.8 presents five velocity profiles generated with the same 
k-e model (bouyancy extended standard model), for different ranges 
of turbulent Prandtl numbers. As the figure shows, only small 
differences occur. Compared with the effect of changing the 
turbulence models, the presented adjustments of the turbulent 
Prandtl number have very little influence on the velocities. 

2.0 
y/H 

0.0 2.4 

Tr t = 0.9 
Pr t 10.9 . 
Prj [0.9 , 
Pr 10.9 . 
Piy 10.9 . 

1.8). Launder 
1.81. Ellison 
9.01. Launder 
9.01. Ellison 

u/U, 

Figure 5.8. Mean velocity, u/U,. x/H -30 . z/H - 2 . Suble «ratification. 
[0.9 . 1.8) and (0.9 , 9.0]. • reproenu meuured valna. 

!=„ -=0.9. c, i |0.9 . 0.9J. 
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5.3 HEAT TRANSFER 

Computed temperatures at x/H = 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30, are presented 
in Figures 5.9 - 5.11. The temperatures are, as for the velocities, 
best predicted for strong and intermediate stratification. For the 
weak stratification the velocities were overestimated in the upper 
part of the flow compared with measured values. 

5.3.1 TURBULENCE MODEL EFFECTS 

Strong stratification 
The effect of the various turbulence models can be studied in 
Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. The best prediction is obtained for the 
strong and intermediate stratified flows with the low-Reynolds 
model. As noted before, the velocities derived by this model were 
also in best agreement with the measured values. As earlier 
described, buoyancy-extension has a large impact on the performance 
of the turbulence model. 

Waak stratification 
For the weak stratified flow, both velocities as well as buoyancy 
fluxes are fairly equal for the different turbulence models. The 
transport of heat is also only slightly affected by any variation 
in k-e model. In the work by Viollet (1980) the effrjt of buoyancy-
extension has also been tested and proved to yield some influence. 
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figure 5.9. Mean temperature, 
«ratification. F„ - 5.0. «, i (0.9 
(ii) buoyancy-extended itandaid let model, (iii) buoyancy-extended 
represents measured values. 

(T-T 2Va|-Tj). «/H - 5, 10. 15. 20 and 30. z/H - 2.0. Stable 
9.0| (Launder'i fonnula). Computed with (i) Standard k-i model. 

low-Reynolds k-« model. I 
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Figure S.IO. Mean temperatures. (T-T :)'(T,-T 3). >/H = 5. 10. 15. 20 and JO. z/H = 2 b Suhlr 
«ratification, F„ - 1.6. e, « |0.9 . 9 .0 | (Launder's fonnula). Computed with (1) Standard k-i model, 
(ii) buoyancy-eJltoded standard k-i model, (111) buoyancy-cslcnded low-Reynolds k-r model. I 
represents measured values. 
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Figure 5.11. Mean temperatura. (T-T 2) /(T,-T 2) . »/H - 5 . 10. 15. 20 and 30. z/H -2 .O. Stable 
«ratification, F 0 - 0 . 9 . e, 1 |0.9 . 9.0| (Launder'i formula) Computed with (1) Standard k-c model. 
(ii) buovancy-exended itandard k-< model, (iii) buoyancy-emended low-Reynolds k-i model. I 
repreaenu measured value*. 
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5.3.2 TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER EFFECTS 

The turbulent Prandtl number, a,, divides the eddy viscosity to 
obtain the effective turbulent diffusivity of heat. 

The formulae by Ellison and Launder have different characteristics. 
Ellison's formula gives higher values of <7t under the same 
conditions. Thus Ellison's formula result in lower vertical 
turbulent transport of heat than Launder's formula for similar 
conditions. 

The resulting temperatures at x/H = 30, for the three cases are 
presented in Figure 5.12. The calculations are carried out with a 
buoyancy-extended standard k-e model. The effect of the behavior of 
Ellison's formula can be observed in these figures. 
For strong stratification, a correct selection of turbulence model 
is more important than a correct range for the turbulent Prandtl 
number. As stratification decreases, this trend is reversed. For 
the weak stratified case, the adjustment of the turbulent Prandtl 
number has a greater influence on the heat transport than any 
change in k-e model. 
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Figure 5.12. Mean temperatures, (T-TjVfTpTj). x/H =30 . z/H =2 .0 . Stable stratification, F 0 = 
1.6 and 0.9. , c (0.9 , 9.0] (Launder and Ellison), buoyancy-extended standard k-t model, 
represents measured values. 
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5.4 TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS 

5.4.1 k AND £ 
Turbulent kinetic energy, k/U,2, and dissipation, eH/U,J, at x/H=30 
are presented for three different turbulence models in Figures 5.13 
and 5.14. 
Viollet (1980) carried out a two-dimensional computation of the 
same experiments. The values of k obtained in the study in this 
thesis are larger than those obtained by Viollet. 
Both the profiles of k and e have large peaks near the wall. This 
is a result of the grid. The influence of the grid is studied in 
detail in Section 5.8. 

2.0 

y/H 

1.0-f-

2.0 
F 0 = 5.0 

1.0 

0.15 0.2 

U* 

Figure 5.13. Turbulent kinetic energy, lc/Up x/H =30. z/H =2.0. Stable stratification, F 0 =5.0, 1.6 
and 0.9. o% c [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder) Computed with: (i) buoyancy-extended 
buoyancy -ex tended low-Reynolds Iw model, (iii) standard k-e model. 

standard k-e model, (ii) 
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Figure 5.14. Dissipation, < H/U, 3 . x/H = 3 0 . z/H = 2 . 0 . Stable stratification, 
er, c [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder) Computed with: (i) buoyancy-extended standard k-e model, (ii) buoyancy-
extended low-Reynolds k-c model, (iii) stan&irj k-c model. 

5.4.2 TURBULENT TRANSPORT 

Eddy viscosity 
Turbulent viscosity is determined from turbulent kinetic energy and 
turbulent dissipation by the relation: 

•/ c p — (5.2) 
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where f̂  = 1.0 for the standard model, c = 0.09 for all models. The 
eddy viscosity varies greatly with the different turbulence models 
(Fig. 5.15). 

Turbulence model effects 
Values k and e in the upper region of the flow (1 < y/H < 2) are 
presented in Figure 5.16. Note the scaling of the horizontal axis. 
In general, buoyancy-extension leads to reductions of the eddy 
viscosity. The strongly stratified case (F0=0.9) is very dependent upon the turbulence model. When the stratification decreases, the 
computations become less affected by the different turbulence 
models. 

Figure 5.15 (d-g) shows the influence of k-e model on the turbulent 
diffusivity of heat. For F„ = 0.9, the upper part of the flow has 
been made larger. The corresponding turbulent Prandtl numbers are 
presented in Figure 5.17. 
The dependence of turbulent diffusivity on turbulence model 
decreases when the overall stratification decreases. For high 
Froude numbers, buoyant destruction of turbulence is small, 
compared to low Froude numbers. Hence, the effect of buoyancy-
extension becomes smaller. For high Froude numbers, the turbulent 
Reynolds-number normally is so high that the damping function f 
equals 1.0. 
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Figure 5.15. Eddy viscosity, v t/ v, (a-c), ind effective eddy diffusivity of heal, «h/ v ( (d-g). x/H = 
30. i/H =2.0. Stable stratification, F 0 =5.0, 1.6 and 0.9. o, t [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder). Computed with 
: (i): Buoyancy-extended standard Jc-« model, (ii): Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-c model and 
(iii): standard k-t model. 
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Figure 5.16. Turbulent kinetic energy, k/U,J, (a-c) and dissipation, eH/U,3, (d-0 x/H =30. z/H 
2.0. Stable stratification, F 0 =5.0, 1.6 and 0.9. «, < [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder). Turbulent kinetic energy and 
dissipation, (i): Buoyancy-extended standard k-c model, (ii): Buoyancy-extended 
model and (Hi): standard k-« model. 
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Figure 5.17. Turbulent Prandtl number, »,. x/H = 3 0 . z/H = 2 . 0 . Stable stratification, F 0 = 5 . 0 , 1.6 
and 0.9. at t [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder and Ellison). Computed with: (i): buoyancy-extended standard k-c 
model, (ii): buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model and (tii): standard k-e model. 

Turbulent Prandtl number effects 
When at is being adjusted, it should be carried out with the 
greatest care, since it could overrule other phenomena, such as 
continuity errors, see also Chapter 4. 
Fig. 5.18 shows eddy viscosity, v /v( and eddy diffusivity of heat. The calculations have been carried out with a buoyancy-extended 
standard k-e model. Both Ellison's and Launder's formulae have been 
tested. 
The eddy viscosity becomes only weakly altered by the turbulent 
Prandtl number effects. Eddy viscosity is influenced by at through 
the temperature gradient. Increased at will lead to altered ST/Sy, 
altered production of k and thus changed vt. Ellison's formula 
predicts higher values of the turbulent Prandtl number than 
Launder's formula for similar conditions. 
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Figure 5.18. Eddy viscosity, v t / v ( (a-c), and eddy diffusivity of heal. e h / v ( (d-f). x/H =30. z II 
-2 .0 . Stable stratification. F 0 =5.0, 1.6 and 0.9. c, i [0.9 , 0.9), (0.9 , 1.8) and [0.9 , 9.0) (Ellison and 
Launder). Buoyancy-extended standard k-c model. 
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5.4.3 VERTICAL MOMENTUM FLUX 

The momentum flux is the contribution of the turbulent motion to 
the flow field. 

i^i._9 /„.„.» . i t*B-*_É_ 1..ÉH1 

where 

w"irJ

(u^)--ilir1

+itj^-'>^^)) ( 5- 3 ) 

-F^-v.^i (5.4) 

The vertical momentum flux is presented in Figure 5.19. The upper 
part of the flow is enlarged (Figure 5.19 d-f). Note the values on 
the horizontal axis. 
Vertical momentum flux is only weakly dependent on variations in 
turbulent Prandtl number. This can be observed by studying its 
effect on eddy viscosity and velocity profiles. 
Larger variations occur when the k-e model is buoyancy-extended. 
This effect decreases for decreasing stratification. For the 
strongly stratified case, F0 = 0.9 (Figure 5.19), there is a large difference between the computed vertical momentum fluxes in the 
upper parts of the flow. This is a result of differences in eddy 
viscosity (Figs. 5.15 and 5.16) and velocity. The effect can also 
be observed on the buoyancy flux (Figure 5.20). 

5.4.4 TURBULENT HEAT FLUX 

The turbulent heat flux is the resulting transport of temperature 
due to fluctuations in velocity and temperature. According to the 
gradient assumption, the heat flux is proportional to the 
temperature gradient and the eddy diffusivity of heat. 
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where 

-u'T'-- 3T (5.6) 

5.4.4.1 VERTICAL HEAT FLUX 

One of the basic properties of a stratified fluid is its ability to 
create internal waves. These contribute very little to the 
turbulent transport of heat and momentum. In fact under certain 
circumstances they may have a direct opposite effect of the 
gradient transport. Under strong stable stratification 
countergradient heat flux can appear. 
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Figure 5.20. Vertical buoyancy flux, -v'T'/U, AT. x/H =30 . z/H =2 .0 . Stable stratification, F 0 =5 .0 . 
1.6 and 0.9. ot < [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder). Computed with (i) buoyancy-extended 
(ii) buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-f model, (iii) Standard k-r model. 

standard k-f model, 
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Turbulence models 
In the computation, both buoyancy flux as well as turbulent 
diffusivity of heat depend upon the choice of the turbulence model. 
This dependence is reduced when the overall stratification 
decreases. 
The influence of the turbulent Prandtl number is presented in 
Figure 5.21. The characteristics of Formulae 2.8 and 2.9 can be 
observed in the Figure. For F0 = 0.9, large deviations exist 
between buoyancy fluxes obtained with the different turbulence 
models (see Figures 5.15, 5.16, and 5.19). This is a result of 
differences in eddy viscosity and temperature profiles obtained 
with the various k-e models. 
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Figure 5.21. Vertical buoyancy flux, -v'TVU, AT. x/H =30, z/H =2.0. Stable stratification, F 0 =5.u. 
1.6 and 0.9. <r, t [0.9 , 0.9], (0.9 , 1.8] and [0.9 , 9.0] (Ellison and Launder). Buoyancy-extended 
standard k-e model. 
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5.4.4.2 HORIZONTAL HEAT FLUX 

The horizontal heat flux, -u'T', is expected to be of the same 
magnitude as the vertical heat flux, Schumann (1987). The vertical 
scale of the turbulent mixing is strongly suppressed under 
stratified conditions. This leads to anisotropic turbulence. The 
horizontal temperature gradient is often negligible. Hence the 
product of these two becomes negligible. Thus the horizontal 
temperature gradient and the eddy viscosity are not suitable for 
determining the horizontal heat flux. 

Figure 5.22 shows the vertical and horizontal heat fluxes for 
F0=0.9. The ratio between the two fluxes is approximately 2 decades larger than what is expected. 
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Figure 5.22. Vertical (VT7U, AT) (+)and horizontal heat flux (-u'T'/U, AT) (•). Stable stratification, 
F 0 = 0.9, x/H = 30, z/H = 2.0. Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model. ct e [0.9 , 9.0] 
(Launder). 
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5.5 INTERFACIALTHICKNESS 

The interface thickness is defined as the height of the mixing 
region. It is confined within ST/Sy = 0 and <Ju/o"y =0 respectively 
(Figure 5.23). For increasing stability, the thickness of both the 
temperature and velocity mixing interfaces drops. 

velocity 

Figure 5-23. Definition sketch of interface thickness. 

Velocity interface 
The height of the velocity interface starts with an initial height 
of approximate D/H = 0.5, since the two inlet flows already have 
developed in each of the inlet channels. It develops until it 
reaches its maximum. From this point, the interfacial height will 
decrease. Since there are no significant sources for disturbance, 
other than internal shear and wall effects, the initial mixing will 
decrease. 

In accordance with measurements by Viollet (1980), the major part 
of mixing takes place at the first 20 diameters (H) of the channel. 
The velocity interface continues to decrease further downstream. At 
position x/H = 100, the velocity interfaces have dropped to D/H = 



Temperature interface 
The temperature interface has a more stable behavior than the 
velocity interface. Since the turbulent transport of heat is 
suppressed compared with the turbulent transport of momentum, the 
temperature interface will respond more slowly. Thus longer time 
will be needed until it settles and eventually drops off. The 
measured temperature profiles (Viollet (1980)) indicate interfacial 
height D/H equal to approximately 0.9-1.0 for F„=0.9, D/H=1.7 for 
F„=1.6 and D/H=2 for F0=5.0 at x/H=100. 

TEMPERATURE INTERFACE 
d/H 
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• F0 = 0.9 
+ F0 = 1.6 
' Fn 5.0 
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x/H 

40 
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Figure 5.24. Thickness of temperature-interface (a) and velocity-interface (b). Stable stratification, 
F 0 = 5 . 0 . 1.6 and 0.9. z/H = 2 . 0 . Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model, a, < [0.9 , 9.0) 
(Launder). 
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Thickness at large x 
For the weakly stratified case (F0=5) it is expected that the 
mixing will take place until all temperature differences have been 
wiped out. The temperature interface has a height equal to the 
height of the splitter plate at the inlet. The height will increase 
until it reaches its maximum, which in this case is 2H at x/H=100. 
The mixing will continue further downstream until the vertical 
temperature gradient is wiped out, thus the interfacial temperature 
height becomes zero. 

S.S.I INTEGRAL PROPERTIES 

Sensitivity 
For the velocity, the vertical gradient changes strongly with 
height, giving a precise position for the vertical elevation of 
Su/Sy = 0. The temperature profiles on the other hand, have a 
vertical gradient that approaches zero very slowly. This means that 
the interfacial height of temperature is strongly sensitive on the 
number of decimals used. This is illustrated in Figure 5.25. The 
sensitivity is decreasing with increasingly Froude number. 

As an example, the temperature interface thickness (D/H) at F0=0.9 raises from 0.77 to 1.24 if the cut-off point, 6T/6y, is altered 
from 0.5 &T/H to 0.05 AT/H. For the two other cases, F0= 1.6 and 5.0, the temperature interfaces increase from D/H=1.12 to D/H=1.49 
and remain constant respectively. 

Dl 

Figure 5.25. Sensitivity of interface thickness. 
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5.6 TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER EFFECTS 

The eddy diffusivity of heat has been adjusted according to the 
local stability of the flow by the use of the two different 
Launder's formula (2.9) and Ellison's formula (2.8). According to 
Arya (1972), the assumptions for the formula by Ellison are wrong. 
However, Mizushina et al. (1978) pointed out that this formula 
predicted the reduction in vertical diffusivity better than the 
formula by Launder. Ellison's formula responds more quickly than 
Launder's to the stratification and thus gives a more rapid 
correction of the turbulent Prandtl number, 

When velocity gradients decrease, the Richardson number increases 
rapidly. Therefore it has been necessary to bound the formulae 
within an upper limit (The lower value at=0.9 for Rig=0 is obtained 
automatically). This cut-off is not physically correct but rather 
a numerical necessity. 

5.6.1 STABILITY PARAMETERS 

The velocity gradient applied in the computations has been 
determinert by the use of the transversal- (SW/Sy) and the 
horizontal-gradients (5U/5y). The gradients have been obtained on 
basis of velocities and temperatures in the nodes above and below. 
(6W/Sy is small compared to SV/Sy). 

( 6 £ ) 2 

Singularity and infinite stability 
Richardson gradient number has a singularity for 5U/fiy=0. The mean 
velocity contains two inversion points (JU/5y = 0). one is in the 
middle of the flow, at the bottom of the stratified mixing zone, 
and the other is in the upper part of the flow (upper part of the 
mixing zone). At these points, Ri moves towards infinity. This 
locally high "stability" is an incorrect measure of the stability. 
It will be denoted 'infinite stability'. The infinite stability 
results in infinite ''lues of o t, unless the parameter is kept 
within a certain range as in this study. 



effect of gW/gy 
The transversal velocity 
gradient, Sw/Sy, normally 
is small but non-zero. 
Thus when SU/Sy = 0, it 
is likely that Sv/Sy * 0. 
Hence a divide by zero is 
avoided. Still the 
Richardson number may 
become very large. 

0 5000 10 000 

Figure 5.26. Richardson gradient number, Ri and A U / A y * 1000. Stable stratification, F 0 =1 .6 . z/H 
= 2.0. x/H = 3 0 . Standard k-e model, o, c [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder). 

Vertical velocity 
The vertical velocity, v, penetrates the stable layer. Even if it 
is small, it is still present. Near the inlet, where the largest 
vertical movements exist, there are two turning points of the 
horizontal velocity-profile. It is obvious that locally infinite 
stability cannot not occur here, since the vertical velocity is 
largest in these parts of the flow. 

Path of 6u/6v = o 
For short periods, the flow can be treated as if it consisted of 
small parcels of fluid. The velocity interface which is also 
denoted as the mixing region (see also Section 5.5) changes height. 
Since the interface is restricted between the turning points (Su/Sy 
= 0), this implies that these points will have different vertical 
positions for various downstream positions. For the strongly 
stratified flow (F„=0.9) for example, the lower turning point moves 
strongly upwards with increasing x. 

101 
2.0 
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Since the bulk velocity of the lower layer is twice that of the 
upper, a parcel of fluid entering the lower layer, will be forced 
upwards. Thus the parcel may pass through the turning point 
(5u/5y=0). It will move from stable conditions, pass through the 
position of infinite stability and return to less but still stable 
conditions. Locally it would seem as if the fluid in the turning 
point has infinite stability. However close up- and downstream, the 
stability is of finite magnitude. Fig. 5.27 shows a principal 
sketch of a parcel of fluid passing through the turning point. 

dU/dy > 0 dU/dy = 0 dU/dy < 0 

C3"*" 

1 VT 

Finite 
stability 

Infinite 
stability 

Finite 
stability 

- Small parcel of fluid 

Figure S.27. Small parcel of fluid passing through the turning point, lu/Sy=0. 

5.6.2 THE RICHARDSON ROTATION NUMBER 
The Richardson gradient number seems to fail as a stability 
parameter when the velocity gradient approaches zero. 

Rotation 
It would be more useful to use rotation on an interface rather than 
shear along it. The rotation describes the convective turnover of 
fluid on the interface. The use of rotation would not eliminate the 
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singularity of Ri g, but it makes the number more consistent. The Richardson rotation number would be: 

Rir 
-gfi — 
(curJ v) 2 

(5.8) 

where the curl is: 
curl v - i ( bw by. _ . . bw bu v ^ , 8y bu, 

by bz bx bz bx by (5.9) 

Rotation around the k-axis may also contribute to the mixing. The 
movement of fluid within the same level of stratification may 
result in suction of the fluid and hence mixing. 

Figure S.28. Rotation components. 
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5.7 COMPUTED RESULTS COMPARED WITH MEASUREMENTS 

Average differences between measured and computed results have been 
obtained and are plotted for y/H = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5 
and 1.75. The deviation between measured and computed results are 
presented in Figures 5.29 and 5.30. It is computed according to the 
relation: 

it {measured) - u {computed) ,= ,„. 
V i (5.10) 

Timeasured) - T(computed) 

Velocity 
The accuracy of computed velocities decreases for increasing Frouc'.e 
number. For F0=0.9, the average difference between the measured and computed velocities for y/H = 0.25 to 1.75 and x/H = 5 to 30 lies 
between 0.09U, and 0.16U,, depending on turbulence model (Fig. 5.29 
(b)) . The differences occur already within the upper five diameters 
(H) of the channel (Fig. 5.29 (a)) and prevail throughout the 
channel. The same effect has been observed for the two other flows 
(F0 = 1.6 and 5.0). The mai.« reasons for the deviations are 
expected to be: 
- inlet boundary conditions 
• Grid 
• Rotation 

See also Section 7.7.3 (inlet velocity profiles). Each of the 
listed effects are discussed in Section 5.8. There is a clear 
correspondence between turbulence model and prediction of the flow. 

T«mp«ratur« 
Average accuracy (bulk approach) of temperatures show better 
correlation with the measurements than the velocities. However, the 
local peaks (at y/H = 1 to 1.25) show larger deviations than for 
velocities. The deviations of temperature change rapidly across the 
vertical (see Section 5.8.3). Due to continuity, the interface 
rises for increasing x/H. The center of the interface at x/H = o is 
y/H = 1. At x/H = 10 the center lies at y/H = 1.25. Thus, 
deviations along a constant y-position also change downstream. 
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Figure 5.30 (a) shows the local deviation for y/H = 1.0 and 1.25 
for the strongly stratified case. It is obvious that the bulk 
approach cannot be employed for this use. 

0.4 

x/H [-

0.4 

Fr [-] 

Figure 5.29. Deviation between measured and computed velocities. Figure (a) shows how the 
difference based on y/H «0 .25 to 1.75 changes downstream for F 0 — 0 . 9 . Overall precision as function 
of stratification and turbulence model is presented in (b). Computed with (i) standard k-r model, (ii) 
buoyancy-extended standard It-» model and (iii) buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-« model 
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Turbulent Prandtl number effects 
Figures 5.40 and 5.41 show the local deviation for both temperature 
and velocity. For F„ = 0.9 and 1.6, across the mixing zone, the 
velocities show the highest correlation with the measured results. 
For the weakly stratified case, F0 = 5.0, the temperatures have a better correlation with measured results than the velocities. This 
can be a result of the turbulent Prandtl number effect. The 
turbulent Prandtl number has been restricted within a rather wide 
range ([0.9 , 9.0]). In this case there is reason to believe that 
<Jt is suppressing the turbulent heat transport. The computed 
velocities are smeared too rapidly out. Thus the temperatures also 
wipe out rapidly. If the turbulent transport of heat is too low, it 
can compensate for too high convective transport to a certain 
extent. 
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Figure 5.30. Deviation between measured and computed temperatures, ( T ^ u ^ - T u ) / AT for 
y/H - 1.00 (thick line»), 1.25 (thin line»), F 0 -0 .9 . Computed with (i) standard k-« model, (ii) 
buoyancy-extended standard k-« model and (iii) buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-i model. 
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5.8 DISCUSSION 

The following subjects are expected to have some influence and will 
be discussed: 

; Experimental data 
2 Grid 
3 Rotation 
4 False diffusivity 
5 Solution scheme 
6 Compulation of eddy viscosity 
7 Inlet boundary values of turbulence 
8 Wall-law 
9 Secondary flow 
10 Symmetrical center line 
11 Temperature level 

The various effects are summarized in Section 5.8.12, evaluation. 

5.8.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Measurements 
The methods used for determining the temperatures and velocities in 
Viollet's experiment were: 
Temperature: 1.5 cm long and 0.3 cm high platinum resistivity 

probe. 
Velocity: Small propeller, 0.9 cm in diameter. Measurements 

were taken every 2 cm from the bottom to the free 
surface and have been integrated over 100 seconds. 
Viollet (1980). 

The velocity profile for F0=0.9 at position x/H=5 has not developed properly for the lower part of the flow (y/H = 0.2 - 0.8), see 
Figure 5.6. This has been discussed with Viollet (1990). The 
measuring methods will not be discussed in detail. 
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Reported results 
The data from the experiment have been obtained from figures in the 
various publications, see Viollet (1980) for a complete 
presentation. The data have been cross-checked (Table 5.2) and the 
applied values of temperatures and velocities have been collected 
from Viollet (1980). 

Fo Velocity Temperature 

0.9 Viollet (1980), 
Kanniche (1990) 

Viollet (1980), 
Kanniche (1990), 
Viollet (1986) 

1.6 Viollet (1980) Viollet (1980), 
Viollet (1986) 

5.0 Viollet (1980), 
Kanniche (1990) , 
Kanniche (1988) 

Viollet (1980), 
Kanniche (1990), 
Viollet (1986) 

Table 5.2 Reference for experimental data. 
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Figure 5.31. Comparison between reported velocities, (u(V) - u(b))/U,. i/H =5 to 20, z/H =2. F^ 
- 0 . 9 and S.O. u(V) : reported in Viollet (1980). u(b) '.Velocities reported io Kanniche (1990) (a], 
Kanniche (1990) (b) and Kanniche (1988) (c). x/H=5 (•) , Jt/H=I0 ( + ),j/H=15 (0), x/H = 20 (t.). 
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Comparison between reported results 
A non-dimensionalized comparison is presented in Figures 5.31-32. 
The values have been collected from the publications referred to 
above. Even though the values should originate from the same 
experiments, the velocities dev.'.ate by up to 0.2U,. It should be 
noted that presentation and collection of data is one of the 
largest sources for errors. The temperatures deviate up to 0.3(T,-
T2) for F0 = 5.0. Temperature- and velocity-profiles for F0 = 5.0, collected from the three various sources, are presented in Figure 
5.33. 
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Figure 5.32. Comparison between reported temperatures, OW-TfbJJ/OVTj). x/H = 5 to 30, z/ll 
= 2. F„ =0.9, 1.6 and 5.0. T(V) : Temperatures reported in Viollet (1980). T(b) : Temperatures 
reported in Kanniche (1990) (a). Viollet (1986) (b), Viollet (1986) (c), Kanniche (1990) (d) and Viollel 
(1986) (e). x/H = 5 (•), x/H = 10 ( + ),x/H = 15 (0), x/H = 20 (•). x/H = 30 (x). 
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Figure 5.33. Non-dimensionalized velocity and temperature, x/H =15, F Q =5.0. {•): Viollet (1980), 
( + ):KannJche (1990), (0): Kannicbe (1988). 
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5.8.2 GRID 

The influence of grid has been studied by carrying out computations 
with different grids. Cartesian grid has been employed in all 
cases. The influence of the grid has been studied for all three 
directions. All tests were carried out for F„=0.9, using a 
buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model. at was adjusted according 
to Launder's formula and confined within 0.9 and 9.0. Figure 5.34 
shows the grid arrangements in the near-wall region. The grid sizes 
are: 

Case: AJH: VH: A,/H: Spacing: 
Grid 0 0.81 0.11 0.2 Homogeneously 
Grid 1 0.28 0.11 0.2 ii 

Grid 2 1.33 0.11 0.2 •i 

Grid 3 2.00 0.11 0.2 it 

Grid 4 2.57 0.11 0.2 II 

Grid 5 3.94 0.11 0.2 II 

Grid 6 8.17 0.11 0.2 II 

Grid 10 1.33 0.055 0.2 it 

Grid 11 1.33 0.055 / 
0.0275/ 
0.0138 

0.2 See Figure 
5.34 

Grid 12 first: 
0.52, 
last: 
2.67 

0.055 0.2 Expansion 
coefficient: 
1.100713 

Grid 20 1.33 0.055 0.1 Homogeneously 

Table 5.3 Boundary conditions 

x-direction 
Grids 1 to 6 have been employed to study the effect of the grid in 
x-direction. length ratios up to Ax/H = 13.3 were tested. The 
highest ratio (dx/H = 13.3) led to divergent results. As the 
length:H-ratio increased, the stability of the computations 
decreased. For grid 0 and 1, relaxations (u, v and w), a, around 
0.5 were employed. As the ix:H-ratio increased, the relaxations 
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were reduced in order to obtain stable computation. Relaxations for 
the velocity in the range 0.2 to 0.25 lead to convergent results 
for grids 2 to 5. For grid 6, a = 0.1 (a = 0.07 for k and e) 
converged, while a = 0.15 (a = 0.1 for k and e) diverged. 
The relaxation slows down the changes from iteration to iteration. 

* P -
+ a ( £«„» ̂  * b _ V ) (5.12) 

The term in brackets represent the change per iteration. Figure 
5.35 shows velocities at x/H = 20 for grids 0-6. 
There is very little deviation between the computed velocities for 
grids 0 to 3. The influence of the grid length becomes critical for 
the computations when ix/H exceeds 2.5-3 H. When the length 
approaches 10 H, the computations tend to diverge. Since the flows 
are parallel to the x-axis, a long, narrow control-volume can be 
employed. Computations with grid 12 led to the same results as 
computations with grid 10. 

Grid 0 - 6 Grid 10, 12 grid 11 
and 20 

Figure 5.34. Grid spacing in the y-direction for the near-wall region. 
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y-direction 
The grid has been increased in the y-direction to study the impact 
on the flow in the near-wall region. Computed velocities are 
presented in Figure 5.36. A grid density in y-direction twice the 
density used in grid 0 has a significant impact on the near-wall 
region. Values of k, 6 and vt for x/H = 10 are presented in Figure 
5.37. In Further increases in grid density (grid 11) did not have 
the same influence on the flow as the change between grid 0 and 
grid 10. 
In the near-wall region, the velocities become under-predicted by 
the use of a grid with a Ay/H-ratio equal to 0.11. The computed velocities have a sharp edge near the wall and the transport of 
fluid in this region is not correctly predicted. 
The grid has a large impact on the turbulence near the wall. Hence 
the computations should be carried out with a grid having a high 
density near the wall. A /H=0.014 has provided acceptable results. 
Further away from the wall, the grid intensity can be reduced, and 
A /H equal to 0.055 has proved to be satisfactory. 

Grid 0-3 
Grid 4 
Grid 5 
Grid 6 
Measured 

2.4 

Figure 5.35. Mean velocity profiles. u/U, for grid 0^. F 0 =0.9, x/H =20. z/H 
extended low-Reynolds k-e model. O, « [0.9 , 9.0) (Launder). 

= 2. Buoyancy-
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Figure 5.36. Mean velocity profiles, u/U, grid 0, 10 and II. F 0 =0.9, x/H =5, 10, IS and 20. z/H = 
2. Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds Ic-E model. <T( < [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder), (e) shows the velocity 
proriles for x/H »20 near Ihe wall. I repreaent measured values. Note Ihe axis. 
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-* 

0 2 0.25 0 3 0.5 0 100 
k / U l o H/U i e d v / Lam. vise. 

Figure S.37. Turbulent kinetic energy, k/U, 1, (a), dissipation, <H/U,3, (b) and eddy viscosity, v,/ v,, 
(c), grid 0, 10 and 11. F 0 »0.9, x/H »10, z/H =2, Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model. o t 

i |0.9 , 9.0] (Launder). 

i 
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z-direction 
Increased grid density in the z-direction affects the vertical 
boundary layers at each side of the channel. However, differences 
in near-wall transport (compared with grid 10) only has a local 
effect. It does not have any strong influence on the flow in the 
center of the channel. Figure 5.38 shows various transversal 
velocity-profiles at x/H = 15 (y/H = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5). 

v/vx 

2.0 

2/H 

'• / - * - " • 

- Grid 20 
- Grid 10 

'• / - * - " • 

y/H = 15 
u/u, 

2.4 

z/H 

Figure 5.38. Mean velocity profiles. u/U, grid 10 and 20. F 0 - 0 . 9 , (a): x/H «15, y/H =5. 10 and 15. 
(b); i/H - 15, z/H «2. Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model, O, i [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder). 
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5.8.3 ROTATION 

The k-e model is based on the assumption of isotropic eddy 
viscosity. For rotating flows, this is not always valid. It is a 
well known fact that the standard k-e model does not predict 
rotating flows correctly. 

Velocities in the weakly stratified case, smear out rapidly, and 
already a few diameters downstream, the initial differences between 
the two inlet flows are beginning to be wiped out. However for the 
strongly stratified case the initial differences last longer. 

The weakly stratified case has higher rotation than the strongly 
stratified case. For all cases, most of the rotation takes place 
during the first ten diameters. It is also within this length the 
differences between the measured and computed values are obtained. 
Further downstream the differences remains more or less constant. 
The strongly stratified case has less rotation , due to the 
buoyancy. The measured and computed velocities also coincide better 
for this case. 

Backward facing step 

Nallasamy (1985) presented various flows over backward facing 
steps. Using the k-e model, the shear stress in the separated shear 
layer became over-predicted. This resulted in higher turbulent 
viscosity and shorter reattachment lengths. He also observed that 
the flow downstream of the reattachment was not correctly 
predicted. Habib et al. (1980) and Chang et al. (1991) described a 
hybrid k-e model where c ( 2 is a function of the swirl Richardson 
number. 

Rotation and turbulent transport 

Figure 5.39 shows the rotation around the three axes of the flow. 
The k-axis rotation is the dominant one. Figures 5.4 0 - 5.41 show 
the deviation between measured and computed results as well as 
<Su/<Sy non-dimensionalized with U,/H. Su/Sy is the main component of 
the rotation around the k-axis. There seems to be a dependence 
between large rotation and over-prediction of the turbulent 
transport of momentum. The weakly stratified case has the largest 
absolute rotation (Æu/ffy) and also the largest deviation between 
measured and computed velocities (See also Section 5.7). It would 
not be unrealistic to assume that the eddy viscosity in the mixing 
layer is over-predicted. This would result in too high transport of 
momentum in vertical direction. An attempt to increase the number 
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of nodes in the area with high rotation, did not improve the 
computations (Section 5.8.2). Since neither turbulent kinetic 
energy nor dissipation were measured in the experiment, it is 
difficult to estimate the eventual over-prediction of eddy 
viscosity. 

A U A U A U 
H H H 

X/H = 1 
X/H = 5 
X/H = 10 
X/H =. 20 
X/H = 30 

Figure S.39. RoUlioo of the fluid in x-, y- and z-directioos, curl i/( AU/H). Stable stratification. F„ 
- 5.0. z/H - 2.0. x/H « 1, 5, 10, 20 and 30. Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model, o, c 
(0.9.9.01 (Launder). Note the axis. 
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Figure S.40. Deviation between measured and computed Velocity (a.d) and temperature (b,e). F 0 = 
S.O (i.b.c) and 1.6 (d.e.f). s/H - 5 . Computed with (i) standard k-e model, (ii) buoyancy-extended 
slandard k-e model and (iii) buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model. e, « [0.9 ,9.0] (Launder). 
The main component of the rotation, Su/Sy, noo-dimeaaionalized with U,/H (c,f). (Standard k-e 
model) >/H -0 .0 ( • ) , 0.41 ( + J.2.04 («) and 3.66 (•) 
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Figure 5.41. Deviation between measured and computed Velocity (a) and temperature (b). F 0 =0.9. 
x/H =5. Computed with (i) standard k-€ model, (ii) buoyancy-extended standard k-£ model and (iii) 
buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-€ model. ox t (0.9 , 9.0) (Launder). The main component of the 
rotation, Su/Sy. Don-dimensioinUzcd with U,/H (c). (Standard k-e model) x/II =0.0 ( • ) , 0.41 ( + ), 
2.04 (<:)and 3.66 (•»). 

5.8.4 FALSE DIFFUSrVTTY 

False numerical diffusivity occurs when the flow is oblique to the 
grid-lines, and the dependent variable has a non-zero gradient in 
the direction normal to the flow. It is connected to the solution 
scheme. In this thesis, the powerlaw scheme has been applied. Two 
cases with different grids and Froude numbers have been studied: 
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Case: x/H y/H 2/H F0 
Grid 0 0.81 0.11 0.2 5.0 
Grid 7 0.18 0.11 0.2 5.0 
Grid 0 0.81 0.11 0.2 0.9 
Grid 6 8.17 0.11 0.2 0.9 

Table 5.4 Boundary conditions. 

For the case with contracted grid (Grid 0, 7, F 0=5.O), only small 
differences can be observed between the different computations. For 
the case with strongly expanded grid, the results show a clear 
difference (Fig 5.35). 
The vertical velocity is two to three decades lower than the 
horizontal. The transversal is further one decade lower. Thus the 
flow can be treated as two-dimensional. The ratio u/v and u/w are: 

VELOCITY 
RATIO [-] 

x/H = 1 X/H = 5 X/H = 10 

u/v 50 - 300 100 - 500 100 - 500 
u/w 500 - 2500 1500 - 5000 2000 - 7000 

Table 5.5 Velocity ratios u/v and u/w. 

Computation of fala* diffusivity 
The false diffusivity presented in Figure 5.42 have been non-
dimensionalized with the local eddy viscosity, v.. In Figure 5.42 
(c) , the ratio between the non-dimensionalized false diffusivity in 
Figure 5.42 (a) and (b) is presented. For F„ = 5.0, at x/H=l, the 
false diffusivity/eddy viscosity is lower than 0.0002. Further down 
the channel this decreases. The velocities obtained with grid 0/7 
did not indicate any significant false diffusivity. The computed 
values of the false diffusivity, supports this observation. For 
F.=0.9 no major difference was found in the false diffusivity for 
the two grids. The non-dimensionalized false diffusivity, vfalst/v , was higher for F„-0.9 than F„-5.0 because of the lower eddy 
viscosity. 

For very small angles of the velocity vector (as for the 
investigated flows), formula 4.7 reduces to 
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V Ay 
2 cos2 9 (5.13) 

Ax does not enter the expression any more, which explains the 
apparent low influence of the grid i x-direction. 
Anale of the velocity vector 
The angle between the velocity vector (based on horizontal and 
vertical velocities) and the x-axis is presented in Figure 5.43. 
The angle is never larger than 2° anywhere in the flow. 

Grid 0 Grid 7 

—t—l-T—l ' I I l " l ' 

3 E - 4 0 3 E - 4 0 
False diff. False diff. 

Grid O/grid 7 

/ 
u... """••* 
i 

1 

5 

i 

x/H = 1 

5 

i 

x/H = 

1 

5 

L x/H = 10 

l-l 
10 

Eddy vise. Eddy vise. 

Figure 5.42. False diftusivity/eddy viscosity. Grid 0 ud 7. F 0 -=5.0. z/H =2.0. x/H = 1, 5 and 10. 
Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model. »t < [0.9 , 9.0] (Launder). Figure (c) shows the relation 
between the results in Figure 5.42 (•) and Figure 5.42 (b). 
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Figure 5.43. Angle between 
the velocity vector and x-
axis for two different side-
ratios of the control-volume. 
F 0=5.0and 0.9. z/H =2.0. 
x/H = 1 , 5 and 10. Grid 0 and 
7. Buoyancy-extended low-
Reynolds k-€ model. cx t 
[0.9 , 9.0] (Launder). 

5.8.5 SOLUTION SCHEME 
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Three different solution schemes have been tested: powerlaw, upwind 
and hybrid. The velocities were compared for z/H = 2, x/H = 5, 10, 
15, 20 and 30. All compared profiles coincided perfectly. No 
correlation was found between the solution scheme and the accuracy 
of the computations for the tested cases. 
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The Pe-numbers for the investigated flows 

P u A x 
Pe - — - (5.14) 

vary roughly within the ranges 

Fn P e l o u , r Pe 

0 . 9 1 0 2 1 0 4 

1 . 6 1 0 2 5 X 1 0 3 

5 . 0 5 X 1 0 1 1 0 3 

Table 5.6. Approximate locally upper and lower values of Pe. 

The results can be affected by the solution scheme when Pe lies in 
the vicinity of zero (± 10 - 20). For the flows in this study, Pe 
is too large. Pe-numbers for x/H = 6 and 27 are presented in Figure 
5.44. 

2.0 

y/H 

1.0 

F 0 = 0.9 
: 

* 

***""" 

> 

- 6 

= d7 
> 

x/H - 6 

= d7 
> 

x/H 

- 6 

= d7 

8000 ° 3000 0 1000 
Pe 

Figure 5.44. Pe-number for x/H =6 and 27. z/H = 2.0, F 0 =0.9, 1.6 and 5.0. 
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5.8.6 COMPUTATION OF EDDY VISCOSITY 

The assumption of a constant c is inappropriate both for 
stratified and rotating flows. It has been proven to decrease both 
when the ratio of turbulent production to dissipation decreases as 
well as when the swirl Richardson number increases. 
In the low-Reynolds model the eddy viscosity is reduced by f̂ . This 
can compensate for the constant c when the stratification 
increases. However it should be kept in mind that when 
stratification increases, f is reduced because of increased 
turbulent dissipation to production, and not because of a direct 
effect of the stratification. 

5.8.7 INLET BOUNDARY VALUES OF TURBULENCE 

The inlet values of k and e used in the computations have been 
determined from the numerical simulation of the two inlet channels. 
As boundary condition for these, the turbulent kinetic energy was 
set equal to 5% of the kinetic energy. The initial turbulent length 
scale, L, was set to 0.4 H (4 cm), e was obtained according to the 
formula: 

e - c;3/< - ^ (5.15) 

At the inlet of the main channel, the computed results of u, v, w, 
k and e at the outlet of the two inlet channels were used as inlet 
boundary conditions (Fig 5.2). To study the effect of the boundary 
values of k and e on the flow, three cases have been studied: 

| case : k E 

| case (0) k ( 0 ) £ ( 0 ) 

case (1) k ( l ) = 
0 . 5 * k ( 0 ) 

£ ( 1 ) = 
0 . 5 * £ ( 0 ) 

case (2) k ( 2 ) = 
2 . 0 * k ( 0 ) 

« ( 2 ) = 
2 . 0 * £ ( 0 ) 

Table 5.7 Boundary conditions 

K(0) and £(0) are the local values in each node of turbulent 
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kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation used at the inlet of the 
main channel. Case (0) denotes the original values used in this 
section for F„ = 0.9. Case (1) and case (2) are identical to case 
(0) with respect to velocities and temperatures. However the values 
of k and e at the inlet have been altered however. For case (1), 
the local values of k and e have been divided by 2 (Case (0) values 
divided by 2). For case (2) the local values have been multiplied 
by 2. 
The development of k, e and vt as function of x/H are presented in 
Figures 5.45 - 5.47. Near the wall, production of turbulent kinetic 
energy is large, and the initial differences disappear rapidly. 
Away from the wall, the initial boundary conditions remain more or 
less through the channel. Eddy viscosity, (vt(0) - vt(l))/vt(0), in 
the upper layer (y/H = 1.95) drops from 0.7 at the inlet to 0.4 at 
x/H = 30. The large negative values of vt at y/H = 1.5 is due to 
low absolute level for both case(0) and case (1). 
The effect on the flow field is presented in Figure 5.48. The 
absolute deviation, (u(0)-u(i))/u(0) , where i = 1,2, extends up to 
0.18 U,. The different turbulence level for case (1) and case (2) 
change the flow. Thus wrong inlet values of k and e have 
significant effects on the flow. 

One should keep in mind however that the investigated flow has a 
very low production of turbulence. The observed effects are not 
directly applicable to flows with higher production, such as for 
instance unstable stratification. (See Chapter 6). 

inlet channels 
Eddy viscosity difference, (vt(0) - vt(l) )/vt(0) , at y/H = 0.5 
approaches zero at x/H = 20. The lower inlet channel has a wall on 
the top and below. It is reasonable to assume that the level of k 
and e computed at the outlet of the lower inlet channel should be 
correct. 
The eddy viscosity (vt(0) - vt(l))/vt(0) at y/H = 1 approaches zero at higher x. One reason is that the lower inlet channel has strong 
production of turbulence both below, beside and above the flow, 
while the upper channel only has production at the bottom and on 
the sides. However, one may assume that the upper channel has a 
fairly acceptable level of both turbulent kinetic energy and 
dissipation, since the inlet flow has developed 30 diameters (H). 
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Figure 5.45. Turbulent kinetic energy, (k(0)-k(i))/(k(0)). where i = 1.2. F 0 = 0.9. z/H = 2.0. 
Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-C model, a, t [0.9 . 9.0] (Liunder). x/H = 1.95 (•) , 1.50 ( + ). 
1.06 (0), 0.50 (i), 0.28 (v) ud 0.06 (x). 
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Figutc 5.46. Dissipation, <«(0)-«(i))/(«(0)), where i » 1.2. F 0 - 0 . 9 . z/H -= 2.0. Buoyancy-extended 
low-Reynold» k-e model. #, < (0.9 , 9.0] (Launder). x/H -I .9S (•), l.SO ( + ).1.06 (0), 0.S0 (A). 0.28 
(T) and 0.06 (x). 
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x/H 

Figure S.47. Eddy viiconly, (v,(0>- vt(i))/( v,(0)), 
Miended low-Reynolds k-€ model. » t i [0.9 , 9.0) (Launder). 
(<). 0.28 (») and 0.06 (x). 

• 1,2. F 0 - 0 . 9 . z/H - 2 . 0 . Buoyancy-
x/H -I.9S <•), 1.50 ( + ),1.06 (0), 0.50 
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Figure 5.48. Mean velocity, u/U,, (a-e). Case (0), (1) and (2). F 0 -0 .9. z/H -2.0. Buoyancy-extended 
low-Reynolds k-£ model. », < |0.9 , 9.0J (Ltuoder). 
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Figure S.49. Deviation between velocities for case (0) and (1) (a) and case (0) and (2) (b). F 0 =0.9. z'H 
= 2.0. Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-E model. e, < (0.9 , 9.0] (Launder). x/H =5 (•). 10 ( + ). 
15 (0), 20 (4) and 30 (x). 

5.8.» WALL-LAW 

The boundary layer transports less fluid when the standard k-e 
model is applied. The low-Reynolds model is developed especially 
for near-wall regions. 

J The wall-law computes three different layers adjacent to the wall: 
i Laminar layer, inertial sublayer and free stream. 
1 The constant E w |, is set equal to 9.0 which corresponds well with 

t a smooth wall. There is always a possibility that the selected 
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u'-JLln(y*i?Mii> (4-4) 

value either is wrong, or should been given different values at 
various positions of the channel. 
With a well-designed grid, the effect of the wall-law is expected 
to be small. The computations in Chapter 5 have been carried out 
with too coarse a grid. However, the wall regions are small 
compared with the channel intersection. The effect of the wall-law 
is of local character and has not had a significant influence on 
the bulk flow. 

5.8.9 SECONDARY PLOW 

Turbulent flow in non-circular ducts is characterized by secondary 
motions. To calculate this, the Reynolds stresses should be solved. 
The k-e model does not have any mechanism for the development of 
secondary flows. To solve this a second order closure model is 
necessary. However the secondary motions are not expected to be of 
a such magnitude that they will have any significant impact. 

5.8.10 SYMMETRICAL CENTER LINE 

A symmetrical boundary condition is applied to the center and on 
the top of the channel, see Figure 5.50. This forces a zero-
gradient condition on the flow. After each iteration, the values in 
the boundary node are set equal to the values of its neighbor. The 
corner node, however will not be upgraded, since it is not a 
neighbor to any cell in Che computational domain. Thus, the values 
in this cell nay contain any value, since it is not being computed. 
It is important to point out that this cell will not have any 
influence on the computations, since the boundaries are upgraded 
(being set equal to the values of their neighbor nodes) after each 
iteration. Velocities parallel to the y-axis for the last computed 
cell (node n-l) and the boundary call (node n) show the behavior of 
the corner boundary node. The velocity profiles coincide perfectly 
for all nodes, except for the upper one (y-2H). since the upper 
node is a boundary cell, it lias above y/H « 2. Near the outlet 
(x/H - 130 in this case), the difference between the two upper 
neighbor nodes ara large. This decreases along neqative x-axis, see 
Figure 5.51. 
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Figure 5.50. Principal sketch of the computational domain in the center of the flow. 
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results at z/H = 1.9 and 2.0 
At z/H = 2.0, the computational domain has its boundary in the x-y 
plane parallel to the center-line of the channel. The velocities 
computed in each node are located on the wall of the node, with the 
vector axis through the center of the node. Thus the computed 
velocities are located 1/2 cell width away from the center-line. 
For most cases in this chapter, the width of the cells in z-
direction is 0.2 H. Hence the computed velocities, which are being 
compared with measured results are computed at z/H =1.9 and not at 
z/H = 2.0. 

By using the transversal velocity gradient Su/Sz between the last 
and the second last node, an indication of the error can be 
obtained. Figure 5.52 shows the computed velocity profile (x/H 
20). Figure 5.52 (b) presents the deviation (u 2 / H = J 0-
deviation is on average less than 0.01 U,. 9 ) / U , . The 

2.0 

Z/H=1.9 

z/H=2.0 

1.2 Z.Z 
u/U, U z / H = 1 . 9 U Z/H=2.G 

Figure 5.52. Mean velocity, u/U, (a) and deviation between velociliea laken at z/H-1.9 and 2 0. 
< U » / H - 2 0 - U I / H . | . » ) / U I <»>• * m " M - F o - 0 9 -
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5.8.11 TEMPERATURE LEVEL 

The temperature differences used in the experiments by Viollet 
(1930) and the ones used in the computations are as listed in Table 
5.8: 

F° 

Temperature 
differences 
(T, - T2) 
viollet 
(1980) [K] 

Temperature 
differences 
(T, - T2) 
[K] in the 
computations 

0.9 15.7 15.0 
1.6 11.2 10.7 
5.0 1.8 1.9 

Table 5.8 Temperature differences in the various experiments. 

The stratified flows F„ = 0.9 and 1.6 have slightly higher 
stratification in the experiments. The F» = 5.0 case is more 
stratified in the computations. These differences are mainly 
concerned with the use of different volumetric expansion 
coefficients, B. This illustrates the importance of experimental 
conditions being reported, not only in dinensionless terms, but 
also stated explicitly. The two boundary conditions deviate 4-5%. 
To study the effect of this, a test case was carried out for F0 = 
0.9 with 15.7 K temperature difference (as in Viollet's 
experiment). The computed non-dimensionalized velocity profiles 
coincide perfectly for the two cases (4T=15K and 4T=15.7K). The 
computed non-dimensionalized temperature profiles also show a high 
similarity. The difference between the two runs, (T15l,-278)/15 -
(T,s 7K-278)/15.7, is between 0 and 0.01. 

x/H = 5 
x/H = 15 
x/H = 30 

0 0.01 < V K - - J ™ > _ <T,5,7 K- 2 7 H ) 

15 15.7 
Fiyiire 5 53 Difference» in temperature», (T|JK-278)/IS - (T)ilK-Vt)HS.l, due to different initial 
temperature differences. x/H - 5 . 15 u d 30. z/H - 2 . 

» 
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2.0 

my 

0 100 
Eddy viscosity 

Laminar viscosity 

Figure 7.16. Turbulent Reynolds number, R,, (a), damping function, f„, (b) and eddy viscosity, 
v,/v,. (c). Case C2 (F o=0.5. Re=20000) and C3 (F o=0.5. Re= 10000). x/H = 2 0 . z/H =0.8333. 
Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-t model, o, c (0.9 , 1.8] (Launder's formula). 
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5.9 CONCLUSIONS 
A correct choice of Jc-e model is essential. In the study, the low-
Reynolds model has provided the best results both in the near-wall 
and the free-stream regions. Buoyancy-extension led to better 
predictions of the flow. For stably stratified flows, the 
computations should be carried out with a buoyancy-extended low-
Reynolds k-e model. 
Turbulent Prandtl number effects should be included in tha 
computations. This effect has also large influence on the 
computations. 
The Richardson gradient number based on the vertical gradient of 
the mean, Su/Sy, flow has given infinite values when Su/Sy 
approaches zero. The mixing across an interface is driven by 
rotation on this interface. Hence the curl could be used for 
destabilizing instead of Su/Sy. The Richardson rotation number is 
suggested as a revised stability parameter: 

Ri - sy (5-s) 
r o c (cuzl v) 2 

where the curl is: 
by bz 6x bz &x by 
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CHAPTER6 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF UNSTABLY 
STRATIFIED SHEAR FLOWS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 6 comprises unstably stratified flow created by two 
isothermal flows with different velocities and temperatures, see 
Figure 6.1. Two different types of stratified flows have been 
investigated. The flow parameters are: 

F 0 

[-] 
«1 

[ m / s ] 
U 2 

[ m / s ] [K] 
T 2 

[K] 
Re 
[ - ] 

0 . 9 0 . 1 0 0 . 0 5 2 7 8 . 0 2 9 3 . 0 7 5 0 0 

5 . 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 1 0 2 9 1 . 0 6 2 9 3 . 0 1 5 0 0 0 

Table 6.1 Flow parameters. 
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Figure 6.1. Definition sketch of the channel. 

3.5 m 
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The reduced Froude number is defined as: 

° ^srpf^-TjJff 
(6.1) 

The Reynolds number is defined as: 

Re-
(O^O,) Hhyd (6.2) 

Computational domain 
The computational domain was split into three different regions 
(two inlets and one main channel, see Figure 6.2) as described in 
section 5.1, where There is also a presentation. 

Figure 6.2. Computational domains. 

Turbulence models 
Two different turbulence models have been applied to the 
computations: 
4 Standard k-t model 
4 Buoyancy-extended standard k-i model 

The low-Reynolds k-e model was not used, since the flow is highly 
turbulent. Thus the low-Reynolds model would perform equally with 
the standard model. The inlet flows have been computed by the use 
of a low-Reynolds k-e model. 
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Turbulent Prandtl number 
For Ri g < 0, fft has not been restricted within certain ranges, since the parameter restricts itself within tolerable values, see also 
Figure 6.3. For Ri > 0, crt has been set equal to 0.9. 

Pr, 
ELLISON 

LAUNDER 

-12 -8 -4 0 
Rin 

Figure 6.3. o t , as function of Ri g. The dotted lines represent numerical adaption to the exact solutic 
of these. 
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6.2 VELOCITY 

fi.2.l BUOYANCY-EXTENSION 
For the weakly unstably stratified flow (F0 = 5.0), the buoyancy-
extension did not affect the flow. However, it led to more rapid 
mixing for the strongly unstable flow (F„ = 0.9). Buoyancy-
extension leads to higher turbulent kinetic energy and consequently 
higher eddy viscosity. Velocities are presented in Figures 6.4 -
6.7. 

Concluded bv other authors 
Viollet (1986, 1987) observed that the k-e model was not suitable 
for predicting unstably stratified flows. In his experiments, the 
rapid mixing taking place under these circumstances was not 
reproduced well enough by the k-e model. The unstable flow was well 
described by an algebraic stress model. The major weakness of the 
k-e model lies in the e equation, where the source terms are 
empirical. Viollet (1986) had experienced that for unstably 
stratified flows, better results were obtained with c e 1 = 0 (nc-. buoyancy-extended). 

Buoyancy-extension - recommendations 
The computations show that when the k-e model is buoyancy-extended, 
the rapid mixing will in fact be better predicted. Based on the 
experience from both stable and unstable stratified flows, better 
results have been obtained with buoyancy-extension. For weak 
stratified flows (unstable and stable) the influence of the 
buoyancy-extension is lower than for strong stratification. Still 
it has a positive effects on the computations. 

It is recommended to keep c e l = 1 for both types of stratified 
flows. 

6.2.2 TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER EFFECTS 
For Fq = 5.0, the turbulent Prandtl number effects did not alter 
the flow field. However for F0 = 0.9 it lead to increased mixing. Ellison's and Launder's formulae (2.8 and 2.9) gave similar flow 
patterns. 
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When a flow is strongly unstable, at will not be constant, but vary strongly with Ri g. In fact it enhances the turbulent diffusivity of heat compared with the eddy viscosity. This is in accordance with 
observations, see e.g. Mizushina et al. (1978). The formula by 
Ellison correlated best with their observations. 

2.6 2.6 

Figure 6.4. Mean velocity, u/U 2 x/H 5. 10. 
15 and 20. z/H - 2 . Unliable stratification, F 0 =5 .0 . 
Turbulent Prandll numbers: (i) », = 0 . 9 , (ii) » has been 
adjusted according to the stratification using the 
formulae of both Launder and Ellison. Computed with 
buoyancy-emended standard k-c model. • represents 
measured values. 
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2.6 

Figure 6.3. Mean velocity, u/Uj. i/H - S . 10, IS and 20. z/H - 2 . Unstable stratification. F„ > n 
o, -0 .9 . Computed with: (i) standard k-< model and (ii) buoyancy-emended standard k-f model 
I represents measured values. 
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2.6 0 2.6 

2.0 

y/H 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

x/H=20a 

-•-
• 
* 

• r 

-* 1 

• i 
•: 

^i^ø^^% 

(i) 
(ii) 

u/U- 2.6 

Figure 6.6. Mean velocity. u/Uj. »'H - 5 , 10, 15 md 20. z/H - 2 . UnsuMe «ratification. F 0 - 0 9 
Turbulent Prandll numbers: (i) », -0 .9 , ii) », bas been adjusted according to (be «ratification wiih 
the formulae of both Launder and Ellison. Computed with buoyancy^atended standard k-i mudcl 
• rcpreunu measured values. 
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6.2.3 BUOYANCY-DRIVEN CONVECTION 

Unstable stratified flow is strongly three-dimensional, which is 
characterized by strong, buoyancy-driven convection. Near the side-
walls, cold fluid penetrates the warmer layer underneath. The flow 
has totally changed compared with stable stratification, where 
stable, horizontal layers prevail throughout the channel. Figure 
6.7 shows vertical velocity, v/U2 at y/H =0.5, 1.0 and 1.7 for x/H = 2.8 and 11. Non-dimensionalized temperature is also presented in 
Figure 6.7. 

v/U-

-0.2 

x/H = 2.8 x/H = 11.0 

y/H = 1.7 
y/H = 1.0 
y/H = 0.5 

z/H 

T-Tj 

x/H = 2.8 

\ 

x/H = 11.0 

z/H 
Figure 6.7. Mun velocity. v /U, (a.n) and mean temperature. (T'T|V AT (c.d). y/H » 0 S . I 0 and I * 
I ' l l - 2 Sand 110 Uruuhle ilralificalion. F 0 - 0 9 Computed with buoyancy-eitendcd «undaij 
R-i model, f.^ffect»: Launder'» formula 
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6.3 HEAT TRANSPORT 

6.3.1 BUOYANCY-EXTENSION 
For the weak unstable stratified flow (F0 = 5.0), buoyancy-
extension did not affect the transport of heat. For the strong 
unstable flow (F0 = 0.9), it gave more rapid mixing and hence 
faster smearing of temperature. It affected the flow strongly for 
the first 15 diameters of the channel. Without buoyancy-extension, 
the mixing is too slow, thus it takes longer distance to mix 
properly. However, it seems that the flow is re-attached far 
downstream. 

6.3.2 TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER EFFECTS 
For F0 = 5.0, the turbulent Prandtl effect did not alter the heat transport. For F0 = 0.9 it lead to even stronger mixing. The 
formulae by Ellison and by Launder had similar results. 
Computations performed by buoyancy-extended k-e model and 
turbulent Prandtl effects gave almost the same degree of 
correlation with the measurements as the computations Viollet 
(1986) carried out with an algebraic-stress model. The temperatures 
are presented in Figures 6.8 - 6.10. 
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n 
o T _ T i.o o .0 0 1.0 
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\ • 
\ • 

1.0 
\ * 
\ • 

0.5 \ • 
\» 
r̂  

T-Tj 
T , - T 2 
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Figure 6.1. Maan lamperalwes. (T-T,)/ AT. »/H «5. 10. 15 and 20. j / H -2 .0 . Unstable «ratification. 
F 0 • 5.0. Tuibutcnl Frandii number», (i) », - 0.9. (it) #, bas been adjusted according ro the 
stratification with Iho formulae of both Launder and Ellison. Compuled with buoyancy-emended 
utamJard !•* model. B represent» measured value». 
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T , - T 2 

Figure 6.9. Mean temperatura. (T-T,)/ AT. >/H - 3 . 10. 13 am) 20. z/H -2 .0 . Unliable uralilicaiion. 
Ft, - 0.9. », - 0.9. Computed with : (i) ilandard k< and <n) rjuoyancy-catended ibuulaid k-< 
equation. I represent* measured values. 



T-Tt 
T , - T 2 

Figure 6.10. Mean temperature». (T-T,)/ AT. »/H - J. 10. 15 and 20. i/H - 2.0. Unstable 
stratification. F 0 - 0 . 9 . Computed with buoyancy-emended standard k-< model. Turbulent Prandil 
numbers', (i) : », has been adjusted according to the stratification with the formulae of both Launder 
and Ellison. 0 0 », - 0 . 9 . I represents measured values. 
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6.3.3 COMPUTATIONS BY OTHER AUTHORS 
Viollet (1986) presented computations of unstable stratified flows 
computed both with a standard k-e model and with an algebraic-
stress model. Computations similar to the ones Viollet carried out 
with the standard k-e model have also been performed in this study. 
Temperatures for F0 = 0.9 and 5.0 are presented in Figure 6.11. Near the wall, the temperature profiles are abrupt. This is 
discussed in section 5.8.2. 

-s.u • * • F0 =0.9 
y/H I • x/H=5 

1.5 • 

1.0 
V • 

0.5 • \ * 

0 I 

F 0=0.9 
x/H=10 

o T _ T i.o o 1.0 0 

Figure 6.11 (a.b.c). Comparison of mean temperatures. (T-T,)/ AT. i /H - 5 , 10 and IS. z/H =2.0 
Unstable stratification, F 0 - 0.9. «, - 0.9. lUmlard k-< model, (i) : coraputationa carried out in this 
study, (M) : compulations b> Viollet (1986). I represents measured values. 



1 5 1 

F 0 =5.0 
x/H=15 

1.0 0 1.0 0 
T, -To 

Figure 6.11 (d,e,f)- Comparison of mean temperatures, (T-T[)/ AT. x/H = 5 , 10 and 15. TJH = 2 . 0 . 
Unstable stratification, F 0 = 5 . 0 . ax = 0 . 9 , standard k-e tnodel. (i) : computations carried out in this 
study, (ii) : compulations by Viollet (1986). I represents measured values. 
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6.4 TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS 

6.4.1 k AND £ 
k/U2

2 and eH/u3
2 are presented in Figures 6.12 and 6.13. For F0 = 5.0, the level of k and e seem to be unaffected by both buoyancy-

extension and turbulent Prandtl effects. For F0 = 0.9, both the turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation are large during the 
first diameters and are reduced downstream. There is a major 
difference in the results between the two turbulence models. The 
buoyancy-extended version predicts higher levels of both k and e . 

Fo =0.9 
2.0 u \ 
1.5 " 

4 • 

t \ » 
i \ » 

1.0- I) / 
0 . 5 -

r j * 
* / '* 

o-
I . 1 • 

F„=5.0 

0.26 0 0.26 0 
k/u: k/U k (unstable) 

/ k (stable) 
Standard k-e model, x/W=10 
Standard k-e model. r/H=30 
Buoy.-ext. itandard k-e model. x/H=10 
Buoy.-ext. atandard k-e model. x/H=30 

Figure 6.12. k/U 2

2. Unstable stratification. F 0 -0 .9 (•) unl 5.0 (b). <T, =0.9. x/H = 10 (lines without 
markers) and 30 (lines with markers). Comparison between turbulent kinetic energy in the stable and 
unstable case, x/H -10(c) . 
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Comparison with stable conditions 
k and e have been compared with the stably stratified case. For F0 =5.0. Only small differences occur between the stable and unstable 
flows. For F0 = 0.9 the turbulent kinetic energy is up to 120 times larger in the unstable flow compared with corresponding stable 
conditions, e extends up to 60 times higher for the same flow. 

F0 =5.0 

0.2 0 0.2 0 140 
e H/U; e H/u; e (unstable) 

/ e (stable) 
Standard k-e model, i/H=10 
Standard k -e model. x/H=30 
Buoy.-ext. standard k-e model, i/H=10 
Buoy.-eil. standard k -e model, x/H=30 

Figure 6.13. Dissipation. < H/U3,. Unstable stratification, F„ -0 .9 (a) and 5.0 (h). a, -0.V. x/H = 
10 (lines without markers) and 30 (lines with markers). Companson belween turbulent dissipation in 
the stable and unstable case, x/H «10 (c). 
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6.4.2 EDDY VISCOSITY 

Computed eddy viscosity is presented in Figure 6.14. The buoyancy-
extended k-e model leads to a higher level of v(. Compared with 
stably stratified conditions, the eddy viscosity is up to 130 times 
higher in the unstable flow (F0 = 0.9). 

F 0 =5.0 

0 700 0 7 0 o 0 130 
edv/Iam.visc. edv/lam.visc. edv (unstable) 

/ edv (stable) 

Standard k-e model. x/H=10 
Standard k-e model, x/H=30 
Buoy.-eit. standard k-e model, x/H=10 
Buoy.-ext. atandard k-e model, x/H=30 

Figure 6.14. Eddy viscosity v,/v,. Unsuble strutilication. F 0 =0.9 (a) and 5.0 (b). o, =0.9. x/H =10 
(lines without markers) and 30 (lines with markers), (c) Comparison between eddy viscosity in the 
stable and unsuble case, x/H -10. 
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Vertical buoyancy flux 

For F0 = 0.9, -v'T' varies strongly with the different turbulence 
models, see Figure 6.16. (also Figure 5.25). 

F0 =5.0 

0 - 5 
-VTVUjA T - V T ' / U ^ T 

Standard k-e model. i/H=10 
Standard k-e modal. i/H*30 
Buoy.-eit. itandard k-e model, i/H=10 
Buoy.-eil. standard k-e model. i/H=J0 

Figur» 6.16. Buoyancy flu» -vT'/Uj AT. UiuUble unMificalioo, F 0 -0.9 (•) and 5.0 (b). », - 0 « »/H 
- 10 (Unci without tnaiket») and 30 (lima with marken). 
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6.5 DISCUSSION 

The following subjects will be discussed: 

/ Experimental data 
7 Inlet boundary values of turbulence 

Section 5.8 should also be studied for a more comprehensive 
discussion. False numerical diffusivity, r f a l s e/v t was found to be less than 3E-4. Section 5.8.3 assumed that there would be a 
connection between rotation and the accuracy of the computations. 
This assumption may also be valid for the unstably stratified 
flows. However, the effect has not been studied in detail. The grid 
is studied in section 5.8.2. 

6.5.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Computed results have been compared with measured values of 
velocity and temperature. The values have been collected from 
Figures presented in the publications listed below. 

p Velocity Temperature 
0.9 Kanniche (1990) Kanniche (1990), 

Viollet (1986) 
5.0 Kanniche (1990) Kanniche (1990), 

Viollet (1986) 
Table 6.2 Reference for Ihe experimental data. 

A comparison is presented in Figure 6.17. The data for F0=0.9 deviate up to 0.2 AT. The temperature-prof J les from the references 
are presented in Figure 6.18. The data from Viollat (1986) have 
been used as reference. 
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2.0 

y/H 

1.0 

0 
Fo =0.9 

-0.3 0.2 - 0 . 3 
(T(V) - T(b)) 

0.2 

T - T ' l l2 

Figure 6.17. Comparison. (T(V) - T(b))/(T, - T-,), between various data-sets representing the same 
experiments. T(V) are temperatures reported in Vjollet (1986), T(b) are temperatures reported in 
Kanniche (1990). F 0 =0.9 and 5.0. »/H = 5 ( • ) . x/H = 10 ( + ) , i /H = i5 (0) . 

2.0 

y/H 

Figure 6.11. Temperature» 
(T • T,)/(T, • T,( . F 0 - 0 . 9 . 
</H - 10 .<•) Viollcl (1986). 
( • ) Kannicrw (1990) 

T-T t 

T , - T 2 

1.0 
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6.5.2 TURBULENCE LEVEL AT THE INLET BOUNDARY 
Three different computations have been carried out to study the 
effect of the boundary values of k and e on the flow. A similar 
test has also been carried out for stable stratification in section 
5.8.7. 

c a s e : k e 

c a s e (0) | k ( 0 ) £ ( 0 ) 

c a s e (1) k ( l ) = 
0 . 5 * k ( 0 ) 

e ( l ) = 
0 . 5 * e ( 0 ) 

c a s e (2) k ( 2 ) = 
2 . 0 * k ( 0 ) 

€(2) = 
2 . 0 * €(0) 

Table 6.3 Boundary conditions 

Eddy viscosity (v((0) - v (i))/ (vt(0)), where i = 1,2, is presented in Figure 6.19. Due to high production of turbulence, the flow is 
rapidly reattached downstream. In the upper part of the flow, the 
turbulence production is lower, thus this region reattaches slower. 
The observed behavior of the stable stratified flows differ 
strongly from the unstably stratified flows. Due to the high 
production of turbulence, the flow becomes less sensitive to the 
boundary conditions of k and e. Velocity profiles and deviations 
between these are presented in Figure 6.20. 
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u/U-, 
2.6 

case (0) 
case (1) 
case (2) 

u/U-, 
2.6 

2.0 \\J S y/H \\J S 
1.5 

1.0 
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l i L - X case (1) 

0 0.1 
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• x/H = 5 
• x/H = 10 
o x/H = 15 
i x/H = 20 
M x/H = 30 

0 0.1 
(u(0)-u(2))/U 2 

Figure 6.20. Mean vcloctly. u/IJj. obtained with tlw three dilfeiml boundary condition». I'll -5«nJ 
10 |a and b). Deviation between Ihe mean velocity-profile», (u(0) • u(i))/U], where i —1.2 (c and dl 
>'ll - 5 , 10. 15 20 and 30. BuoyancynlcndW Handard k< mode) r, a aJ/u<lod according lt> the 
«irjhfKalion (Launder'» formula! F„ - 0 » j/H - 2 0 
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6.6 CONCLUSION 

Unstable stratified flows are strongly three-dimensional. Near the 
side-walls, cold convective flows penetrate the warmer layer 
underneath. The flow has totally changed compared with stable 
stratification, where stable, horizontal layers prevailed 
throughout the channel. 

The standard k-e model is the only that represents this rapid 
mixing poorly. However, for weak unstable conditions, the model can 
be used within tolerable limits. Buoyancy-extension leads to better 
description of the physics. If the turbulent Prandtl number effect 
is taken into account, the computations are more physically 
correct. Under these conditions, unstable stratified flows can be 
reproduced fairly well with the k-e model. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SMOKE DISPERSION IN ENCLOSEDSPACE 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Smoke management has historically been based on the containment 
concept. Self-closing doors, fire dampers, fire walls and low-
combustible materials have been used to reduce the movement of 
smoke. However there are numerous examples where this has failed. 
One common conclusion from fires is that people have not died 
because of the flames but because of the smoke. It is obvious that 
a detailed understanding of the nature of fires and how smoke 
spreads is important information for obtaining an optimal degree of 
protection. Smoke can vary enormously from fire to fire. The 
contents of the gases from a fire can broadly be divided into three 
groups: 
• Vtiptirt and gtiifi from the htirnOi/f maleriat 
• Ihihurntil nmlter tporuclv%) mid aiiulenuilei 
• Hmtrtl utr 

Since smoke consists of a well mixed combination of these groups, 
it is only possible to talk about smoke in broad terms. The density 
(both optical and physical) as well as toxicity will depend upon 
the material burning as well as geometrical parameters . 
It has been estimated by the Fire Research Station that one person 
in ten wilt refuse to move through snoke if the visibility is 
roduced to 8 meters. The combustion products of 1 kg of wood, when 
dispersed into a volume of 1000 mJ, can reduce the visibility to 
this value. A genoral description of smoke management is given in 
Butcher et al. (1979) and Law (1985). 
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7.1.1. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

Laboratory experiments 
Physical models of fires as well as real fires have been the main 
source of information about fire and smoke development. Scale-
models have been widely used since full-scale tests are often 
expensive and comprehensive. The disadvantage of this is the 
scaling effects which are introduced. 

Zona modelling 
An alternative to laboratory experiments are numerical 
simulations. This contains both zone and field modelling in all 
their aspects. In zone modelling the enclosure is defined into 
several zones, treating these as homogeneous. The physics involved 
is described by the use of a high degree of empirical formulae. 
Zone modelling will not be discussed any further. 

Field models solve the fundamental equations of motion and 
conservation of the system in time and space. These models are more 
sophisticated and make less use of empiricism than the zone models. 
This makes them a more general tool. Field models have successfully 
been applied to fire and smoke development in tunnels, 
compartments, hospital wards, atria, cells containing nuclear 
matter and aircraft cabins. There are several codes for this 
purpose. Among the most common are JASMINE, UNDSAFE, MOSIE and 
KAMELEON FIRE 3D. 

Following publications have been of importance for this study: 
Markatos et al. (1981) (shopping mall, buoyancy extended k-t 
model). Kumar and Cox (1985) (fire in a hospital ward). Yang et al. 
(1984) (aircraft cabin) Galea et al. (1987) (aircraft cabin fires, 
review article). Blay et al. (1986) (laminar flow of warm gas in a 
corridor). Chow and Laung (1989) (turbulent convsctive fire-induced 
Clow in enclosures, buoyancy extended k-e model). 
Chow and Laung (1988), Kumar and Cox (1985, 1987), Brandels et al. 
(1963) (smoke movement in a tunnel). Bos at al. (1984) (spread and 
stability of a stratified smoke layer ir, a corridor). 
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Fire research 
Bengtson (1990) studied the need for further fire research in 
underground facilities. On the need of computational research, he 
ranged the demands from 1 to 4 (4 indicates the greatest need). He 
pointed out that fire ventilation and fire computation are areas 
where the requirements for research are particularly pressing. 

Garages 3 
Basements 3 
Vehicle tunnels 4 
Train tunnels 4 
culverts 4 
Civilian and 
military halls 

3 

Mines 3 
Stations, public 
areas 

4 

Table 7.1 Areas where computational rcwarch is required. 

7.1.2 TRANSPORT OF SMOKE 

Transport of the bulk property 'smoke' can be described by a 
general transport equation. Smoke is treated as a passive scalar, 
and its movement Is decided by the general flow field. 

^p^-gg-W.-r.-gs.-s. (7.i) 

The source S is the source of mass in the fire. The effective 
diffusivity r, (laminar and turbulent) of the snoke is M,/O,. Chow 
and Leung (1989) used 0,-1.0 in their calculations. It is assumed 
that the smoke deposition at solid surfaces is negligible. 
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7.2 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The spread of smoke has been studied for a corridor, see Figure 
7.1. The study comprises Froude numbers, F0, ranging from 0.15 to 7 and Reynolds numbers from 6000 to 70000. 

Figure 7.1. Definition sketch of the corridor. 

Flow parameters 
The flow parameters are: 

Case: "upper, 
[m/s] [m/s] 

AT 
[K] [-] 

Re 
[-] 

CI 0.3 0.1 50 0.15 6000 
C2 1.0 0.33 50 0.5 20000 
C3 0.45 0.15 10 0.5 10000 
C4 3.0 1.0 50 1.53 61000 
C5 3.0 1.0 10 3.2 68000 
•26 3.0 1.0 2 7.07 70000 
C10 1.5 1.0 50 0.38 38000 
Cll 2.0 1.0 50 0.76 46000 

Table 7.2 Flow parameter» 

t 

<i 
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Boundary values of k/UE at the inlet are 1.35 E-3 for the upper 
half of the flow. For the lower half it is 1.5 E-4 (CI, C2 and C3) 
and 2.67 E-4 (C4, C5 and C6) . e = C3/*k1-5/Li where L=0.3 m. af was 
set equal to 1.0. 
The reduced Froude number is defined as: 

p _ upper' lower ( 2 ) 
0 JWTSTTH 

The Reynolds number is defined as: 

Re- -'bulk "hyd 
V 

Geometry 
The overall dimensions of the corridor are 30 x 2.4 x 2.0 m (length 
x height x width). The height, H, of each layer at the inlet is 1.2 
m. 
Seven different grids were tested (F0 = 1.53) to optimize the 
geometry. The test considered expansion of the grid in all three 
direction until the grid was found to yield little influence on the 
computations. The domain consisted of 28 grid points in the 
vertical, 13 points in the transversal and 40 grid points in the 
stream-wise direction, all homogeneously spaced. In the center of 
the corridor, a symmetry plane has been applied (zero-gradient 
condition). The corridor has solid walls in the ceiling, (y/H = 2) , 
floor, (y/H = 0), and walls (z/H = 0, 1.67). 

Turbulence models 
The computations have been carried out with a low-Reynolds k-e 
model which has been buoyancy extended. 

Results 
Results are presented for x/H - 10.20 and 20.06. The measured 
results have been taken in the middle of the channel, z/H = 0.8375. 
H = 1.2 m. v, is the laminar viscosity at 50°C, v, = 18.24 E-6 
(Ns/m2) . 
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7.3 STRATIFIED FLOW IN AN OPEN CORRIDOR. 

The corridor is open at both ends. The smoke is let in through one 
of the ends, x/H = 0. The height of the smoke layer is 1.2 meters. 
The smoke concentration is equal to 1.0. The lower layer of the 
inlet consists of cold air. 

7.3.1 FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 

Velocity and temperature profiles at the inlet are presented in 
Figure 7.2. Typical profiles of velocity and temperature are 
presented in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. Case CI (F0=O.15) and C2 (F„=0.5) both clearly show a laminar behavior. For CI very little mixing 
takes place in the corridor. The characteristics of C3 and C5 were 
so close to C4 and C6 that they have not been presented. 

y/H 

u/U upper T - T lower 
A T 

Figure 7.2 Velocity and temperature At the inlet 
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2.0 

u/U upper 

1.2 
u/U 

1.2 
upper 

Cl ( F 0 = 0.15) 
C2 ( F 0 = 0.50) 
C4 ( F 0 = 1.53) 
C6 ( F 0 = 7.07) 

Fiyure 7.3. Mean velocities, u/U u p p i l f . (o< cawa Cl (F 0-O.IJ). Q (F 0-0.S). C4 |F„-I.J3) aml C6 
(r 0-7.07). »/H . |0 aml 20. z/H - 0 8333 Buoyancy-«»lcml«l low-Reynold* k< model o, t 
|0.0 . I 8| according to Launder'» formula. 
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2.0 

T - T, lower 
A T 

1.0 
T - T, 

1.0 
lower 

A T 

-- CI ( F 0 = 0.15) 
- C2 ( F 0 = 0.50) 
" C4 ( F 0 = 1.53) 
"- C6 ( F 0 = 7.07) 

Figure 7.4 Temperature». (T-T,^„V 4T. for ewe» CI (F0»0.15), C2 (F 0-O.J). C4 <F0 

(F„-7 07) j/H-IO.m) 20. fH-0»333 Buoyant» untied low-Reynold» k-i model 
according to Launder'» formula 

Non-dimensionalized turbulent kinetic energy, K/U ', 
dissipation, <H/U 3, eddy viscosity, vt/v,, turbulent Prandtl 
number, o,, Impulse flux, ~^'v'/V ,', and buoyancy flux, 
v"r'/u»»)i»'* " r* P * * M n t « d i n Figures™.5 to 7.7. Note the scaling 
of the axis. The strongest stratified casa, CI, shows a clearly 

I 5)1 and Co 
>. • |0Q . I «I 

turbulent 
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laminar behavior. Both turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation 
approach zero in the center of the corridor. The eddy viscosity 
also approaches zero, leading to small momentum fluxes and buoyancy 
fluxes for this case. The computation of flows with so low Froude 
and Reynolds numbers is clearly the extremity of what the 
turbulence model can perform. For case C2, the Froude and Reynolds 
numbers are three times higher than for Cl. k, e and vt approach zero in the lower section of the corridor (y/H=0.3 - 0.6) for this 
case also. 

Computational time 
As the stratification increases, more iterations are needed to 
obtain convergence. As an example, the computation of case C2K 
(F0=0.l5) (see discussion) took five times as long as case C6K 
(F0=7.07). Convergent results were obtained for case C6K 
(stationary conditions, relaxations: 0.25 - 0.4) after 200 
iterations. For case C2K (transient run, Couran number=0.3) 
convergent results were not obtained before after 1000 iterations. 

1.0 

'A 
cl 
c2 'A . . _ 
cl 
c2 

>\\ O- C4 
• tt — » c6 

l i t 
• n 
l i t 
• n 

ft 

o i \agaa.-_..-^ 
0.028 0.01 

upper 

FIJUIC i rurtsulenl kinetic «Mt( ) . k>V,

un„. (•) ml luihulcni duaipuion. < H'U 1 , ihi > li 
- ; o . </M - 0 » ! ) CI • . C2 • . C4 0 . Ct • Boujrancy-nMMfcd ION. H.ynoW. *•< mukl », . |u •> 

I l | 
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7.3.2 SMOKE DISPERSION 
Since the smoke is treated as a passive scalar, its movements are 
determined by the flow field itself. The concentration profiles of 
smoke correlate well with profiles of temperature. Smoke profiles 
in the center of the corridor for cases CI, C2, C4 and C6, at x/H 

10 are presented in Figure 7.8. The non-dimensionalized 
temperatures were so close to the smoke concentration profiles, 
that they perfectly well could be used for the prediction of the 
spread of smoke. This would mean one equation less to solve. 

Cl 
C2 
Cl 
C2 
C4 
C6 

J 

i} 

'•f 

1.0 
r'' 

1 

n 
f 

f 

T - T, lower 
A T 

1.0 0 10 
smoke cone. 

FUJUM J l hmpantuK» T T,„w#r.' IT ID «Hl sn»*» coMimintxxt. t, lb) •>»! • 10. i/H - o t t » 
C M > Cl. Cl C* mut C» knuoiKt <il<mlNl Imn-RwinMk k . «mM > < 101 I »| 
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7.3.3 EFFECT OF BUOYANCY-EXTENSION AND TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER 

Buovancv-extension 
The effect of buoyancy-extension is presented for two different 
Froude numbers (F0 = 0.50 (C2) and F„ = 1.53 (C4)). When the 
stratification increases, the effect of buoyancy-extension becomes 
more important. Buoyancy-extension leads to lower turbulent kinetic 
energy and thus less mixing. 
Differences in comouted velocities with and without bouyancy-
extension range up to 0.15 Uup0);r for F0 = 0.50 and 0.02 U„ for F0 = 1.53. The computed temperatures deviate between 0.3 4T for F0 = 0.50 and 0.1 AT for F0 = 1.53. 

Turbulent Prandtl number 
The turbulent Prandtl number has a strong effect on the flow. The 
impact increases for lower Froude numbers. Deviations between 
computations carried out with constant o, and variable a, range from 
negligible (for large Froude numbers) to large. For the 
investigated case C2, the deviations are 0.15 U r and 0.2 4T at the most. 

computation of verv «trona stratification 
As the stratification increases, the computations become mor' 
unstable. The velocities start to oscillate, and convergent results 
are difficult to obtain. Reduced relaxation factors do not solve 
the problem. They damp the oscillations, rather than eliminate 
them. (Relaxation factors down to 0.08 have Men tested) . cases 
with Froude number of 1.9 and larger were computed stationary. 
Cases CI, C2 and C3 (F0 - 0.14, 0.5 and 0.5 respectively) had to be computed transiently to obtain convergent results. 

computation without buoyancy-extension led to negative values or k 
and « tor case CI (F0 - CIS, Re • 6000). Negative values of k or 
< o"op the computation in KAMELEON II. Thu. the strongest 
stratified case was only computable with the buoyancy-extended k-« 
mode t. 
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7.4 TRANSIENT AIRFLOW IN A DEAD END CORRD30R. 
The spread of smoke in a corridor where a fire door suddenly closes 
nas been studied. The geometry is as described in section 7.3. The 
fire door closes 30 meters downstream of the inlet. The upper half 
of the corridor is the inlet for the flow ( Vu^r=0.5 m/s, T r=34 3 
K, smoke concentration = 1.0). The lower half of the corridor is 
the outlet. The Froude number, F0,at the inlet for T=0 is 0.75. The 
initial velocity ip set to 0.1 m/s for the flow field with the 
turbulent kinetic energy equal to 2% of the total kinetic energy. 
The initial turbulent length-scale is set to 0.24 meters and 
initial temperature is 293 K. t was set equal to C>°-75k1-5/L. The 
walls were adiabatic. 
Typical velocities in the middle of the corridor are presented in 
Figure 7.11. The flow accelerates for the first 50 seconds. 
Thereafter the velocity drops. Turbulent kinetic energy, 
dissipation and eddy viscosity follows the same pattern. The time 
needed for one air-change in the area is 120 seconds. For x/H=20, 
the velocities begin to stabilize after some 100 seconds. There are 
still some differences in temperature and smoke concentration. 
Closer to the inlet (and outlet), the flow does not stabilize until 
after some 200 seconds (2 air-changes). However the visibility is 
strongly reduced and only after very few seconds, any escape 
through this area will be difficult. Temperature, smoke 
concentration, turbulent kinetic energy, dissipation and eddy 
viscosity are presented in Figures 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13. As noted 
earlier, the non-dimensionalized smoke concentration and 
temperature are similar. 
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Figure 7.12. Temperatures T-T, 0 W K / AT (a,b) and smoke concentration, f,, (c,d). Computed with 
buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-« model, a, t [0.9 , 1.8]. x/H =10 (a, c) and 20 (b, d), z/H 
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7.5 FLOWS WITH SIMILAR FROUDE NUMBERS 

The similarity between two flows with the same Froude number, but 
with different Reynolds numbers, case C2 (F0 = 0.50, Re = 20000) 
and C3 (F0 = 0.50, Re = 10000) have been investigated. 
The flow with the lowest Reynolds number (C3) also has lower levels 
of both k and e. Hence the eddy viscosity is lower. For C3, vt/vL 

is between 0 and 50, while for C2 the range is approximate twice. 
However, compared with the eddy viscosity from the other cases 
studied (e.g. C6: 0<vt/v(<2600) , this difference will not impose 
large effects on the flow. One of the reasons for lower eddy 
viscosity in case C3 is also the difference in turbulent Reynolds 
number, which leads to a lower correction coefficient f . The flow 
characteristics, u/U u p p e r, (T-T l 0 H e r) /AT, k/U 2, eH/V *, v t/v t, Rt 

and f are presented in Figures 7.14 to 7.16. 
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Figure 7.14. Velocity, u/U u p p e r . Case C2 (F o=0.5, Re=20000) and C3 (F 0=0.5, Re= 10000). x/H =10 
and 20. z/H =0.8333. Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-r model, o, e [0.9 , 1.8J (Launder's 
formula). 
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t WW (d), x/H =20. Case C2 (F„=0.5,Re=20000) and C3 (F 0 =0.5, 

low-Reynolds k-e model, o-, e [0.9 , 1.8] (Launder's 
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Figure 7.16. Turbulent Reynolds number, R,, (a), damping function, f„, (b) and eddy viscosity, 
v,/v,. (c). Case C2 (F o=0.5. Re=20000) and C3 (F o=0.5. Re= 10000). x/H = 2 0 . z/H =0.8333. 
Buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-t model, o, c (0.9 , 1.8] (Launder's formula). 
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7.6 DISCUSSION 

For F0=1.53, the average vfalse/vt in the free-stream at x/H = 1 is approx 0.4, while for x/H = 5 and 10, it has fallen to 0.1-0.15. 
The resultant angle for the flow is between 0° and 2° when the flow 
enters the corridor. After the initial mixing has taken place, the 
vector has an inclination of less than 1° with the horizontal axis. 
This is in accordance with the results found for similar water 
flows. 
At the inlet, a square velocity profile is given as the boundary 
condition. Large velocity gradients occur right behind the inlet. 
This will impose a vertical transport of fluid. It seems that using 
homogeneous velocities for each layer (square velocity profiles) 
can increase the false diffusivity. 

7.6.1 GRID 
Seven different grids were tested before the final grid was 
selected. The testing was carried out for F„=1.53. However for some 
of the computations, high peak values occur, particular near the 
upper boundary. The effect of an increased grid density was studied 
to determine the influence of the grid near this boundary. The 
effect of an increased grid density was studied.l The original grid 
is called 'grid 0', while the grid with increased density is 
denoted 'grid 30'. The test was carried out for case C6 (F0=7.07). The two designs are also presented in Figure 7.17. With grid 30, 
the level of turbulent kinetic energy dropped in the center of the 
channel. A small peak value of eddy viscosity was smeared out. The 
transport of fluid near the wall seems to be predicted equally with 
the two grids. However, differences in both velocity and eddy 
viscosity have occurred in the region outside the wall. 

''*''.'' \ 

Figure 7.17. Grids 0 and 30 
near the upper boundary. 

Grid 30 Grid 0 
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7.6.2 COMPUTATIONS NEAR TRANSITION TO LAMINAR FLOW 
For a square pipe, the transition lies around Re h d=2100, Goldstein 
(1965). The Reynolds number, Re h y d, for the strongest stratified 
case, CI, is 6000. Thus the transition region is being approached. 
Case CI was also run laminar, but this did not converge. 
Computations near this region seems to be the limit for the 
buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds version. Computations at these Re
numbers are already past the limit for the standard k-e model 
without buoyancy-extension. 

7.6.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF k AND € 

The boundary inlet values of k/U2
u range from 1.5E-4 (C1-C3) to 

2.67E-4 (C4-6) for the lower part of the flow. In the upper part 
k/U 2

u p p c r = 1.35E-3 for all cases. The applied turbulent length 
scale, L, is 0.3 m. e has been set equal to C 0 7 5k 1 - 5/L. The 
computations have been very sensitive to changes in boundary 
conditions of turbulence. Three test runs were carried out to show 
the impact of higher turbulence levels. These runs were cases C2K, 
C4K and C6K, all with increased turbulence intensity. 

C a s e : F„ k u p p e r / 

U 2 

TP"r 

*lower' 

loy»r 

C2 0 . 1 5 1 . 3 5 E - 3 1 . 3 5 E - 3 

C2K 0 . 1 5 6 . 0 E - 3 6 . 0 E - 3 

C4 1 . 5 3 1 . 3 5 E - 3 2 . 6 7 E - 4 

C4K 1 . 5 3 6 . 0 E - 3 6 . 0 E - 3 

C6 7 . 0 7 1 . 3 5 E - 3 2 . 4 E - 3 

C6K 7 . 0 7 6 . 0 E - 3 6 . 0 E - 3 

Table 7.3 Boundary conditions 

Deviations between results obtained with the two levels of 
turbulence have been computed according to the relations: (uci-
uciic)/uupper a n d (Tcj-Tcjlc) /AT, where i = 2, 4 and 6 respectively. 
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Velocities 
velocities in case C2/C2K result in a peak value near y/H = 0.75 
(Fig. 7.20 (a)). However for the upper section of the flow, the 
strongly stratified case seems in fact to be less affected by the 
increased level of turbulence than the two other cases. 
Velocities are presented for 20 diameters (H) downstream of the 
inlet. This could be so far from the inlet, that the differences in 
the characteristics between the two flows have been wiped out. 
However testing of the influence k and e at the inlet in previous 
chapters showed that when the conditions are altered, the flow may 
change totally and remain so tor the whole length of the channel. 
Cases C4/C4K and C6/C6K show similar behavior. 

0.026 0.003 0 1800 
e H 

upper upper 

Edd.y viscosity 
Laminar viscosity 

Figure 7.19. k/UJ, 
(F 0 -1.53). Buoyancy-extended 

upper («)• ' H / U upper (b) and v,/v, (c). x/H =20, i/H -0.8333. Case C4 and C4K 
low-Reynolds k-t model, o, < [0.9 , 1.8J (Launder's formula). 
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In the lower part of the flow (y/H < 0.5), production of 
turbulence is large due to the wall. Since the strongly stratified 
case is isothermal in the lower and upper sections (y/H > 1.2 and 
y/H < 0.8), there is no destruction of turbulence by buoyancy in 
these areas. Therefore, the strongly stratified case is in fact 
less affected by the alteration in boundary conditions than cases 
with weaker stratification. The test case in chapter five has also 
resulted in the largest deviations where the flow was non-
isothermal. 

Temperatures 
The same peak can be observed for temperatures in case C2/C2K. The 
lower part of this flow seems to be unaffected by any alteration of 
k and e. In fact it seems that the largest differences occur where 
the vertical temperature gradient, ST/Sy, is different from zero. 
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7.7 CONCLUSIONS 

when the objective is to allow people to escape a corridor with 
smoke flowing under the ceiling, it is important to see how long a 
smoke layer can remain stable. The flow can be defined as stable 
when the smoke stays under the ceiling with a constant thickness. 
For Froude numbers lower than 0.5, the corridor can be used as an 
escape route. At higher F0 numbers, the smoke will mix and make escape difficult. The flow could be kept stratified by the use of 
insulating materials as coating for the corridor. In addition it 
may be also necessary to remove air from the corridor in order to 
stabilize the layer. 
The computed temperature and smoke-concentration profiles show a 
high degree of similarity. For design purposes it should not be 
necessary to solve a separate equation for smoke concentration. A 
good prediction of the non-dimensionalized smoke distribution, is 
the non-dimensionalized temperature. 
When the Froude and Reynolds numbers decrease towards low values, 
convergent results become more difficult to obtain. Very strong 
relaxation can compensate for this to a certain extent. Closer to 
the transition region, only transient computations gave 
convergence. For the flow with the lowest F0 and Re numbers (case CI, F0=0.15, Re=6000), convergent results were only obtained using a buoyancy-extended low-Reynolds k-e model and with the turbulent 
Prandtl number effects included. A standard k-e model (not 
buoyancy-extended) was also tested, but this led to divergence. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions are: 
1: Stable stratified flows should be computed with a buoyancy-

extended low-Reynolds k-e model. 
2: Unstable stratified flows should be computed with a buoyancy-

extended standard k-e model. 
3: The turbulent Prandtl number effects should be included in the 

computations. 
4: Buoyancy-extension leads to a better description of the 
physics both for stable and unstable stratified flows. 

A revised version of the Richardson number is suggested: the 
Richardson rotation number. The over-turning of fluid on an 
interface leads to destabilization of the interface. The components 
of the curl, all lead to destabilization of the interface. 

(curl v) 2 

where the curl is: 
curl v - i <-£*-j£) - i (4*--!^ • k {«^-«Hj by bz bx bz bx by 
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